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This Sourcebook aims at giving support to

those involved and/or interested in strategic

environmental assessment (SEA) processes in

transport plan and programme making within

the relevant policy frameworks. It aims at a wide

readership in all EU member states. Therefore, it is

written in a generic manner, revolving around

the effective implementation of the Directive on

the assessment of the effects of certain plans and

programmes on the environment (2001/42/EC),

or in short ‘SEA Directive’. In this context, and in

the spirit of the Directive, the Sourcebook does

not only elaborate on the procedural stages to

be followed and impacts to be addressed, it also

explores the right context conditions for the

effective application of SEA, the tasks to be

fulfilled in specific strategic situations and the

use of suitable methods and techniques. The

Sourcebook works on the assumption that SEA

does not only aim at providing planners and

decision makers with relevant information on

environmental aspects in strategic planning and

decision making, but that it also strives at

functioning as an instrument for social learning

among those involved in strategic planning and

decision processes through participation and

involvement. Ultimately, it is hoped that this may

influence organizational culture, leading to

greater environmental awareness and more

environmentally sustainable decisions. 

The sourcebook includes three main Sections

and a set of Fact Sheets. This format is intended

to make this resource easy to use and readily

updated and integrated through new fact sheets

as new issues arise. These can be read in logical

sequence, starting with the presentation of

general concepts, rationale, scope and

objectives of SEA, then proceeding to the

illustration of the overall structure of the SEA

process, followed by the detailed description of

each of the individual SEA tasks, and finally

presenting practical and operational information

drawn from examples and previous experiences.

However, the Sourcebook has been drafted in

such a way that each section is self-contained, so

that the reader can focus on his/her specific

interest.

Section 1 introduces SEA and presents a set of

critical issues relating to SEA interpretation and

application. Furthermore, context conditions,

enabling the effective application of SEA are

introduced. It also provides a concise outline of

the SEA Directive. Section 2 shows how the SEA

process should be integrated into the decision

making process and how it should be managed

to achieve the expected results. Section 3

illustrates in a more detailed way how to set up

and carry out the main SEA process tasks, from

screening to monitoring and implementation.

Most of the contents highlighted in this third

Section are then further developed into fact

sheets, providing users and operators with issues

and aspects on which they need specific

orientation, clarification, tools, technical help, or

any other kind of assistance.
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SECTION 1: 

INTRODUCING SEA AND ITS CRITICAL ISSUES

Main focus:

What is SEA?

SEA and Project EIA

The European Directive on SEA
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1. INTRODUCING SEA AND ITS CRITICAL 

ISSUES

Read this chapter to get an overview of the

principles that make Strategic Environmental

Assessment different from Environmental Impact

Assessment.

1.1. WHAT IS SEA?

Definition, rationale and function of SEA

Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is a

systematic, pro-active and participative process that aims

at ensuring that environmental aspects are given due

consideration in planning and decision making above the

project level, frequently referred to as ‘strategic action’ or

‘policies, plans and programmes (PPPs)’.

SEA supports the development of more rigorous and

transparent strategic decisions, attempting to provide

relevant and reliable information to those involved in PPP

making in an effective and timely manner. SEA can take

different forms, depending on, for example, the sector (e.g.

land-use, transport, energy, waste, water), the

administrative level (e.g. national, regional, local) and the

strategic tier (e.g. policy, plan and programme) it is applied

to. SEA of highly strategic (and political) decisions, has

been shown to function in a rather different way from SEA

applied to planning led by public or private

administrations. Whilst certain key elements will be

reflected in every SEA system, others will differ, reflecting

different planning and assessment traditions and practices,

as well as political and cultural traditions of the

organisations responsible for PPPs and associated SEA.

SEA in the transport sector is conducted at different

administrative levels of decision making. Furthermore, in

many European countries, transport SEA has been

observed to take place at various, hierarchical tiers (see

Figure 1-11; and, for additional insights on the tiering

concept, refer to the Fact Sheet 4.3: The concept of Tiering

in Transport SEA):

a. SEA in high level decisions: assessing strategic

options in a cross-sectoral manner with respect to

the achievement of overall environmental  and

broader sustainability aims and objectives

b. SEA in plan making decisions: evaluating network

and corridor options in terms of an overall identified

need

c. SEA in programme making decisions: ranking of

possible infrastructure projects in terms of benefits

and costs

In practice, in developed transport systems, decision

tiers neither work in a strict top down manner, nor are they

always considered separately from each other. Feedbacks

are possible from lower to higher tiers and are necessary

from higher to lower tiers. Strategic decision making

processes work most effectively as iterative processes and

accordingly, SEA itself ought to follow patterns of iteration

(see for example the German Federal Transport

Infrastructure Plan2). Furthermore, transport planning

documentation at times combines the presentation of

policy related decisions with plan and/or programme

related decisions (for example the Dutch Second Transport

Structure Plan and regional transport plans3)

In this context, it is crucial to recognise that

terminology is not always used in a systematic manner and

what is called a ‘plan’ in one sector might look very similar

to what is called a ‘programme’ in another. Different terms

might have different meanings in different cultural

contexts. Policies, for example, might be referred to as

‘strategies’, ‘visions’ or ‘concepts’. Furthermore, the terms

‘plans’ and ‘programmes’ may be used interchangeably or

be replaced by other terms. Whilst this inconsistent use of

terminology is a reality, it has been leading to some

substantial confusion among those involved in SEA.

Therefore, in this Sourcebook, an effort has been made to

use the various terms in a more systematic and rigorous

manner. Terminology is explained in the glossary.

2

1 Following Jansson, 2000; Fischer, 2000; van Straaten et al, 2001 and

Bina, 2001

2 Dalkmann and Bongardt, 2004

3 Fischer, 2004



In the European Union, SEA   Directive 2001/42/EC,

cited throughout this Sourcebook as the ‘SEA Directive’

(see paragraph 1.2), lays down the principles, methods and

fields of application of SEA . The SEA Directive addresses

Member States and explicitly refers to ‘plans and

programmes’. Accordingly, the Sourcebook therefore

focuses on these two decision making tiers.  On the other

hand, the basic principles of SEA could also be adopted for

higher level decisions. 

Benefits of SEA

If applied in the right way, a range of benefits may

result from SEA application. Actually, SEA does not only

aim at supporting an environmentally sound and

sustainable development, it also attempts to strengthen

strategic processes, improving good governance and

building public trust and confidence in strategic

decision making. Ultimately, SEA can lead to saving time

and money by avoiding costly mistakes. Benefits arise from

SEA, based on the following characteristics (adapted from

Fischer, 2002):

a. SEA allows for a wider consideration of impacts and

alternatives with respect to e.g.  EIA.

b. SEA plays as a pro-active tool and can thus be used

to support the formulation of strategic action for

sustainable development.

c. SEA can increase the efficiency of tiered decision-

making (including strengthening of Project EIA).

d. SEA allows for a systematic and effective considera-

tion of the environment at higher tiers of decision-

making.

e. SEA entails more consultation and participation of

the public.

1.2. SEA AND PROJECT EIA

The main difference between SEA and project EIA is

linked to the type of decision which they are meant to

assess. EIA is associated with project decisions, usually the

final decisions before construction work is started. These

are detailed decisions, notably concerned with the

location and design of a project and with the adoption of

measures to mitigate, rather than prevent, environmental

impacts. Feasible alternatives at the project stage are often

limited to minor variants. 

SEA, on the other hand, is associated with decisions on,

for example, demand management options, modal

solutions or different routes. SEA may therefore influence

decisions on need, mode and location of transport

infrastructure projects and, subsequently, the scope of

project EIA. An important feature of SEA is that it allows to

evaluate impacts on the transport flows of a region or even

a country and their associated effects. In this context, SEA

relies on using appropriate forecasting methods.

Two examples may be used to clarify what this means,

namely the construction of a new high-speed rail (HSR)

line and the construction of new road infrastructure. A new

HSR line may attract traffic from parallel highways or

contribute to mitigate airports congestion. Conversely, the

increased attraction capacity generated by new road

infrastructure may lead to creating bottlenecks that are not

foreseeable at project level. Finally, cumulative effects can

most readily be appreciated at the SEA level. Figure 1-2

shows the main differences between SEA and project EIA.

3

According to Wood (1991), a policy can be defined as an inspiration and guidance rationalising the course of action of a

government, for example the development of a High Speed Rail (HSR) network to promote the shift of passenger traffic from air or

road to rail. A plan can be defined as a set of linked proposed actions - with a time frame - to implement the policy, such as where

and when to implement the HSR network(*). Finally a programme can be defined as a set of projects that specify the

geographical and temporal design criteria of the plan objectives, for instance the proposal to develop a HSR track to connect two

or more cities by a given year.

(*)Although plans normally include a time frame, a plan can still be subject to the SEA directive even though it contains no time frame

Box 1 1:  Proposed definitions for Policies, Plans and Programs



1.3. THE SEA DIRECTIVE CONTENT, OBJECTIVES AND

PURPOSES

The enunciates illustrated in paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2

form the pivotal concepts on which the SEA Directive

2001/42/EC has been built upon to substantially

differentiate it from the previous EIA Directive 85/337/EC. It

is then worth highlighting the main concepts of the SEA

Directive in this introductory Section of the Sourcebook,

outlining objectives, scopes and the main content issues. 

The SEA Directive 2001/42/EC entered into force in July

2001 (Official Journal L 197). Art. 13 of the Directive obliges

the Member States to implement the contents of the

Directive by July 21st 2004. In practice this means that the

SEA Directive should by applied to plans and programmes

whose formal preparation begins after 21 July 2004 and

also to those which were already in preparation by that

date but were not to be adopted or submitted to a

legislative procedure before 21 July 2006. The first

Commission's report on the application and the

effectiveness of the SEA Directive must be submitted to

the European Parliament and the Council before 21 July

2006.

Overview and contents:

The provisions of the SEA Directive are mainly of a

procedural nature.  This means that the Directive rules the

procedural steps, requirements and consequences. Most

of these provisions concern the SEA procedure, starting

from the screening and ending with the monitoring (see

chapters 5-10). Only in few cases the Directive assigns

substantial rights to a natural or juridical person or to any

other body. Participation and consultation rights deserve a

particular attention in this context.

The SEA Directive consists of 15 articles and two

4

SEA EIA

Decision making level Plan
Programme

Project

Nature of action Strategic, visionary, 
conceptual

Immediate, 
operational

Outputs General Detailed

Scale of impacts Macroscopic,
cumulative, not defined

Microscopic,
localised

Time scale Long to medium term Medium to short-term

Key data sources Sustainable development
strategies, state of the
environment reports, visions

Field work, 
sample analysis

Type of data More qualitative More quantitative

Alternatives Area wide, political, regulative,
technological, fiscal, economic

Specific locations, design,
construction, operation

Rigor of analysis More uncertainty More rigor

Assessment benchmarks Sustainability benchmarks (criteria
and objectives) 

Legal restrictions and best practice

Role of practitioner Mediator for negotiations Advocator of values and norms
Technician, using stakeholder

values

Public perception More vague, distant More reactive (NIMBY)

within the relevant
policy framework

Source: adapted from Partidario and Fischer, 2004

Fig. 1 2: Main differences between SEA and EIA



annexes: 

• Art. 1 describes the objectives of SEA.

• Art. 2 provides the definition of relevant terms.

• Art. 3 identifies the area of application.

• Art. 4 to 9 rule the SEA procedure proper.

• Art. 10 defines the monitoring process.

• Art. 11 addresses the relationships of SEA with other

relevant European legislative acts, notably the EIA

Directive.

• Art. 12 regulates information, reporting and review

obligations of both the European Commission and

the Member States.

• Art. 13 consists of provisions on the transposition of

the Directive by Member States, to which the

Directive is addressed in Art. 15.

• Art. 14 rules the entry into force with publication in

the Official Journal.

• Annex I identifies the information referred to in Art.

5 paragraph 1, the environmental report.

• Annex II sets out criteria for determining the likely

significance of effects 

Objectives

The objective of the SEA Directive, described in Art. 1, is

"to provide for a high level of protection of the

environment and to contribute to the integration of

environmental considerations into the preparation and

adoption of plans and programmes with a view to

promoting sustainable development". These aims are

consistent with the general objectives of the Community

policies on sustainable development as laid down in the

EC Treaty. The Directive requires environmental

assessments to be carried out for a range of plans and

programmes likely to have significant effects on the

environment.

The Directive defines "environmental assessment" as a

procedure that entails the following tasks:

• preparing an Environmental Report on the likely

significant effects of the draft plan or programme;

• carrying out consultation on the draft plan or pro-

gramme and the accompanying Environmental

Report;

• taking into account the Environmental Report and

the results of consultation in decision making; and

• providing information when the plan or program-

me is adopted and showing how the results of the

environmental assessment have been taken into

account.

Scope of the Directive

The purpose of the SEA Directive is to ensure that

environmental consequences of certain plans and

programmes are identified and assessed during the

preparation stage and before they are adopted.

The plans and programmes which fall within the scope

of the Directive are those

• which are subject to preparation and/or adoption

by an authority at national, regional or local level, or

are prepared by an authority for adoption through a

legislative procedure by Parliament or Government,

and

• which are required by legislative, regulatory or

administrative provisions.

The Directive makes SEA mandatory for plans and

programmes:

• which are prepared for agriculture, forestry, fisheries,

energy, industry, transport, waste management,

water management, telecommunications, tourism,

town and country planning or land use and which

set the framework for future development consent

for projects listed in Annexes I and II to Directive

85/337/EEC (the "Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) Directive)"; or

• which, in view of the likely effect on sites, have been

determined to require an assessment pursuant to

Article 6 or 7 of Directive 92/43/EEC (the "Habitats

Directive") 

Member States must determine whether certain plans

and programmes are likely to have significant

environmental effects and hence whether environmental

assessment is required. These are:

• plans and programmes within the core scope set

out in the paragraph above that either

o determine the use of small areas at local, and/or

entail

o minor modifications to plans and programmes

within this core scope

• any other plans and programmes outside this core

scope which set the framework for future develop-

ment consent of projects 

A screening process is needed to carry out this

determination.  Screening can be carried out by means of

a case-by-case examination, or by specifying types of plans

and programmes, or by combining these two approaches.

5



Annex II of the Directive lists criteria for determining the

likely significance of the environmental effects of plans or

programmes, and these must be taken into account in the

screening process.

The SEA must be carried out during the preparation of

the plan or programme and before its adoption or

submission to a legislative procedure. 

Exemptions

The Directive does not apply to:

• plans and programmes the sole purpose of which is

to serve national defence or civil emergency

• financial or budget plans and programmes

• plans and programmes co-financed under the

respective programming periods for Council

Regulations EC 1260/1999 and EC 1257/1999 (pro-

gramming periods end in 2006 or 2007)

Who should do the SEA?

The Directive does not prescribe who should carry out

the SEA, but it is envisaged that it will normally be the

responsibility of the authority that produces the plan or

programme.

The Environmental Report

The Environmental Report is a key element of the

environmental assessment required by the Directive.

Where SEA is required, an Environmental Report must be

prepared in which the likely significant environmental

effects of implementing the plan or programme, and

reasonable alternatives taking into account the objectives

and the geographical scope of the plan or programme, are

identified, described and evaluated. 

The information to be included in the Environmental

Report is listed in Annex I to the Directive and includes,

among other things:

• the environmental protection objectives relevant to

the plan or programme;

• the relevant aspects of the current state of the envi-

ronment (i.e. without implementation of the plan or

programme);

• the likely significant effects on the environment,

including on issues such as biodiversity, population,

human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic

factors, material  assets, cultural heritage, landscape,

and the interrelationship between these factors;

• the mitigation measures envisaged; an outline of

the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with;

monitoring measures envisaged;

• a non-technical summary of the information under

all the headings in Annex I.

The process of preparing the Environmental Report

should start as early as possible and, ideally, at the same

time as the preparation of the plan or programme.  The

preparation of the Environmental Report and the

integration of the environmental considerations into the

preparation of plans and programmes form an iterative

process that contributes to more sustainable solutions in

decision making (see chapter 3). 

The Environmental Report should be made available at

the same time as any draft plan or programme, as an

integral part of the consultation process, and the

relationship between the two documents should be

clearly indicated. 

Consultation 

The Directive requires that the public, and also the

authorities likely to be concerned by the environmental

effects of implementing the plan or programme owing to

their environmental responsibilities, are consulted as part

of the SEA process.  The purpose of this is to contribute to

more transparent decision making and to ensure that the

information supplied for the assessment is comprehensive

and reliable.  Appropriate time frames should be set for

consultations, allowing an effective opportunity for

consultees to express their opinions. 

The Directive requires consultation in the following

circumstances: 

• As part of the screening procedure referred to

above (see 'Scope of the Directive' and

'Exemptions'), the authorities with environmental

responsibilities must be consulted.  These authori-

ties have to be designated by Member States.

• Those same environmental authorities must be

consulted when deciding on the scope and level of

detail of the information to be included in the

Environmental Report.

• The draft plan or programme and the

Environmental Report must be made available t o

the environmental authorities and to the public.

The environmental authorities, and the public likely

to be affected or with a particular interest in the

environmental effects of implementing the plan,

must be given an early and effective opportunity to

express their opinions. 

• Provision is also made for transboundary consulta-

tions with other EU Member States if their environ-

6



ment is likely to be significantly affected by the plan

or programme. 

After responses to the consultation have been received

from the public, from the authorities with specific

environmental responsibilities, and from other countries

where these have been consulted, the Directive requires

them to be taken into account during the preparation of

the plan or programme and before its adoption or

submission to a legislative procedure.

Decision Making

When a plan or programme is adopted, the

environmental authorities, the public and any other

Member State consulted must be informed.  The following

items have to be made available to those so informed:

• the plan as adopted;

• a statement summarising how environmental con-

siderations have been integrated into the plan, how

the Environmental Report and the opinions expres-

sed on it have been taken into account,  and the

reasons for choosing the plan as adopted in the

light of other reasonable alternatives dealt with; and

• the measures adopted concerning monitoring.

Monitoring

The significant environmental effects of the

implementation of plans and programmes must be

monitored to identify any unforeseen adverse effects and

to enable appropriate remedial action to be taken.

Monitoring allows the actual effects of the plan to be

tested against those predicted in the SEA and helps to

ensure that problems which arise during implementation,

whether or not they were originally foreseen, can be

identified and future predictions made more accurately. It

can also be used to provide baseline information for future

policies, plans or programmes.  

7





SECTION 2: 

THE APPROACH TO SEA:

PRINCIPLES FOR INITIATING AND MANAGING EFFECTIVE SEAS

Main focus:

SEA: a participatory and integrative approach

Setting out the SEA Process

Managing the SEA Process
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Main focus:

• SEA: a participatory and integrative approach

• Setting out the SEA Process

• Managing the SEA Process

Read this chapter for an overview of the steps in the SEA

process

2.1. THE APPROACH TO SEA: PARTICIPATORY AND

INTEGRATIVE

2.1.1 The ‘SEA steps’

The SEA Manual issued by DG TREN in 1999 described

the SEA process as a sequence of 7 steps, namely:

2.1.2 Distinguishing between ‘SEA steps’

and ‘approach to SEA’

The revised version of the SEA Manual, while

recognising the relevance and importance of each of the

above components, introduces important innovations:

• it recognises the complexity of the SEA process,

entailing multiple feedbacks and iterations;

• it highlights the importance of consultation, coope-

ration and participation, and;

• it considers integration as a central characteristic of

SEA processes.

In doing so, the Sourcebook intends to acknowledge

that

10

2. PRINCIPLES AND RULES FOR MANAGING AN EFFECTIVE SEA

Screening: Is SEA necessary?

Scoping: • What are the transport / environmental objectives of the infrastructure plan?

• Which issues should be discussed in the assessment?

• Which assessment method is feasible with the available data?

Environmental
Assessment

• How significant are the impacts?

• How can these be reduced if necessary?

• How should these be monitored after decision-making?

Review • Is the report user-friendly and unbiased?

• Are all the relevant issues, including alternatives, discussed?

• Are the forecasts and the associated methods presented clearly?

Implementation and
Monitoring

• Is it clear how the transport infrastructure plan is to be implemented?

• Are proposals for monitoring set down clearly?

• Is there a mechanism for correcting any unacceptable aspects of implementation?

Consultation and
Participation

• Is there any plan for public participation?

• Is there a procedure to interact with the authorities of another country in case of tran-

sboundary corridor?

Decision Making • Is the SEA integrated into the planning process?

• Is the SEA linked with other types of assessment?

• Is the SEA fully considered in decision-making?



• Five out of the seven SEA steps can indeed be 

considered as flowing in logical sequence: Scoping

can only be carried out once the Screening is com-

pleted; Assessment is directly  dependent on the

Scoping outcome; Review applies to the SEA Report,

which in turn illustrates the results of the

Assessment; finally, Implementation and Monitoring

follow the approval of the Plan or Programme for

which SEA is carried out, and can therefore only take

place once the 4 previous steps are completed.

Feedbacks and iterations are expected to take place

during this process, notably to account for the les-

sons learned from the Assessment, Review, and

Implementation and Monitoring, possibly leading to

changes and adjustments to the decisions previou-

sly made as a result of the Screening and Scoping

steps. As illustrated in the relevant sections of this

Sourcebook, explicit provisions must be made at

the institutional and organisational level to allow for

such iterations.

• Consultation and Participation, on the other 

hand, must be considered as a parallel, continuous

process. As illustrated in this Sourcebook, extensive

consultation with a wide range of stakeholders,

including the general public, is critical to the suc-

cess of SEA. It is a two-way process, where the pri-

mary objective is to elicit inputs from all concerned

communities that may, and should contribute to

the decision making process all along the SEA exer-

cise. Consultation and participation must begin from

the very early stages of SEA and continue throu-

ghout its elaboration. It is therefore suggested that

Consultation and Participation is not represented as

one of the SEA steps, but rather as a continuous,

multi-event process, and a key feature of the appro-

ach to SEA promoted in this Sourcebook (see Figure

2.1).

• Finally, in this Sourcebook Integration into Decision

Making is conceived primarily as an “approach”,

rather than a “step”, or a task. In fact, the very wor-

ding “Integration into Decision Making” appears

inappropriate, as it suggests that SEA is an autono-

mous process that must at some point be integra-

ted in a pre-existing Decision Making process (see

Box 2-1). This Sourcebook is rather based on the

concept that SEA on the one hand, Transport plan-

ning and Decision Making on the other, must be

integrated at the outset, each contributing to sha-

ping the other.

• Figure 2-1 illustrates the steps and the participatory

and integrative approach advocated in this

Sourcebook (see also Figure 2.2). The participatory

and integrative approach to SEA also provides sup-

port to a key feature of SEA: as it is also expressed

through articles 1 and 4 of the Directive, it should

improve the making of policies, plans and program-
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Integration is typically intended in many different ways by a range of actors in the SEA and planning contexts. This Sourcebook

focuses in particular on two closely related interpretations of the concept:

Sectoral (and disciplinary) integration – whereby the environmental dimension and related concerns are integrated into

mainstream transport thinking when formulating transport priorities, objectives and alternative strategies;

Process integration – whereby the process of assessment (with its different activities and stages) is designed to integrate

with transport’s planning and decision-making process. This second interpretation effectively implies the pursuit of sectoral

integration.

Oxford Brookes University (2004) provides a good example for what concerns the improvement of an original objective for a

transport strategy that was "to ensure the free flow of all forms of transport and improve the county's economic base whilst

minimizing the environmental harm associated with transport". This objective was found problematic, as its pursuance might

ultimately generate an increase in traffic, reduce environmental quality, whilst not necessarily improving people's ability to access

necessary facilities or services. The new, improved objective formulation proposed as a result of the SEA process was: "to improve

accessibility and reduce the need to travel"

Box 2 1: What is meant by integration?

Box 2 2: A good example of integration



mes, rather than simply analyse them. 

• Conducting a pro-active SEA process is instrumen-

tal to improving the quality of decisions.  Figure 2-2

shows a good practice model, reflecting SEA

Directive requirements, in which strategic decision

making stages are linked to an SEA process in a con-

tinuous and integrated, decision flow. Here, SEA

influences decision making right from the begin-

ning, contributing to shape the objectives of the

strategic action. If SEA is applied along such guide-

lines, it will be more likely to assist planners throu-

ghout the entire policy, plan and programme deci-

sion flow, supporting the consideration of environ-

mental issues at each stage of the process.

Consultation and participation can take place at

various stages of the process and experience has shown

that this is one of the most important dimensions of SEA,

capable of delivering both immediate and long term

benefits in terms of greater cross-sectoral understanding,

trust and collaboration. According to the SEA Directive, the

results of the scoping activity (point B of Fig. 2-2) require

the consultation of authorities with environmental

responsibilities. Furthermore, the announcement of the

draft plan and accompanying environmental report (point

D of Fig. 2-2) requires the consultation of authorities with

environmental responsibilities and the public. 

2.2. SETTING OUT THE SEA: PRINCIPLES, PROCESS

AND STRUCTURE

2.2.1 Principles, Process and Structure

As outlined in Section 1, the SEA Directive states that

the SEA process must be directly linked to the preparation

of a transport infrastructure plan and programme,

assessing not only the proposed plan, but also feasible

alternatives which may be environmentally preferable. 

These objectives are consistent with and dependent

on the adoption of an approach to SEA which is

participatory and integrative. They can be achieved by

following accepted SEA principles: 

• SEA should be applied, at the earliest stage, to all

transport infrastructure plans that may have envi-

ronmental consequences.

• Planners should preferably start a dialogue with

environmental experts as soon as it is decided that

a new transport infrastructure plan (or major chan-

ge of an existing plan) is to be prepared. In particu-

lar, as shown in Figure 2-2, the dialogue should start

once the objectives of the strategic action have

been identified

• The plan initiator is responsible for the preparation

12



of an SEA report for the transport infrastructure plan

and, according to the SEA directive statements,

should collaborate with environmental authorities,

who are aware of environmental objectives and

sensitivities. The most appropriate timing for this is

in parallel with the scoping activity. 

• The SEA report must be reviewed by environmental

and other interested parties and by the public. To

this end, interested and affected groups should be

aware of the steps involved in an SEA process and of

the available opportunities for participation. The

results of the SEA process should be understanda-

ble to these groups. The review should establish

that the SEA report actually describes the impacts

of the proposed plan, as well as possible alternatives

and the reasons for their rejection.

• The SEA report should be presented to the deci-

sion-makers at the same time as (or as part of ) the

proposed transport infrastructure draft plan. The

competent authority should take the SEA report

into account in decision-making. When the compe-

tent authority makes its decision about a proposed

transport infrastructure plan, it should make explicit

reference to the SEA report, justifying its decision if

it is unable to adopt some of the SEA report recom-

mendations.

13



• The structure of an SEA process (the precise steps

taken) depends on the planning procedure to

which the SEA is linked. The structure of the SEA

process, as an instrument for informed decision-

making, should therefore be flexible.

Figure 2-3 illustrates the key elements of an SEA

process inspired by the participatory and integrative

approach promoted in this Sourcebook. When a transport

authority starts the preparation of a transport

infrastructure plan, a decision must be made as to whether

an SEA is necessary. This is the “screening decision”, the first

step of the SEA process, which must be taken very early in

the planning process. Article 3 of the SEA directive lists the

typology of plans and programmes for which the SEA is

required. Annex 2 to the directive shows in turn the criteria

to determine whether the plan or programme to be

analysed is likely to have environmental effects. The further

steps leading to the submission of an SEA report and a

transport infrastructure proposal (and beyond) may

depend on the national system of SEA and of infrastructure

planning. However, the steps indicated in Figure 2-3 are

applicable in most transport infrastructure planning

contexts. The SEA process outlined in figure 2-3 thus

illustrated calls for the following observations:

• Environmental objectives for the transport infra-

structure plan should be specified within the SEA

14



process, or if defined as part of the overall transport

planning objectives, they should be assessed by the

SEA. This normally forms part of the scoping phase.

• Integration of the SEA’s findings into planning,

and consultation and participation of environ-

mental authorities, other public and private organi-

sations and groups and the public, should occur

throughout the SEA process.

• The scoping phase and the environmental asses-

sment phase both require baseline information
about the initial state of the environment and its

foreseeable development. This information may be

gathered from existing sources. If necessary, addi-

tional baseline data may be gathered through dedi-

cated studies and surveys, always bearing in mind

that information should be consistent with the level

of detail and the nature of the strategic action being

assessed.

• It is finally worth noting that, even if Figure 2-3 pre-

sents a schematic, linear description of the steps in

the SEA process, each of these steps may be more

or less explicit, or occur in a different order. Steps

may be repeated several times, and there may be

iterations of earlier steps as further environmental,

and non-environmental, information becomes avai-

lable.

2.2.2 The Concept of SEA Integration into

Planning and Decision Making Process

Having discussed the importance of process

integration it must also be acknowledged that ensuring

full integration of SEA into transport decision making

processes requires a correct understanding of the nature

of decision-making. Evidence from practice has shown

that SEA implementation is frequently structured as

something external to such processes, as a legal

requirement having its own separate logic, which often

hinders its adequate and effective consideration at the

time of taking key decisions. Successful integration of SEA

is therefore related with the way it serves the underlying

transport decision making processes by providing

adequate inputs at appropriate stages of the process.

The table 2.1 synthesises the main aspects that

decision makers should be aware of when appraising both

positive and negative effects of integrating (or not) SEA

into decision making processes.

Strengthening SEA as a tool to aid decision takers also

requires a correct understanding of its specific

contribution. In fact, decisions are taken after considering

a number of different (and at times conflicting) views and

variables, where the environmental perspective is only one

of those. This Sourcebook, in line also with more general

developments in SEA practice and theory, recommends

that the environmental aspects be understood as part of a

whole, and as a specific contribution that should be

properly assessed within an interdisciplinary perspective.
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Source: adapted from J.DUSIK (2004)

SEA Fully Integrated No SEA Integration

Positive Effects

• Saves time, money and prevents

late surprises 

• Puts SEA at the heart of decision

making – it internalises environ-

mental considerations, helps to

define environmental ToR for

each planning task, etc.

• Simple and straightforward pro-

cedure

• Enables detailed assessment of

likely environmental effects

• Focus on elaboration of environ-

mental report

Negative Effects

• Possible internal disputes betwe-

en members of the team in char-

ge of SEA may be hidden – exter-

nal stakeholders are only fed with

pre-negotiated findings 

• Usually comes too late – new

alternatives and proposals may

be opposed by planners and

decision makers

• Prolongs the entire planning pro-

cess

• Late assessment

Table 2 1- Positive and Negative Effects of SEA Integration into Decision Making Process



Thus, it is important that the SEA process is developed in a

participatory and integrative way, ensuring that different

perspectives, opinions and values contribute to the

understanding of the transport issues, and – crucially - to

the search and evaluation of alternative solutions.

In order to improve the effectiveness of SEA, it is useful

to understand the process of planning and decision-

making which shapes the policy, plan or programme

under assessment4. In general terms, typical decision

making processes behind the formulation of transport

plans and programmes can be broken down in the

following three main stages: (i) decision on plan/

programme elaboration, (ii) decision on the alternative to

be selected and (iii) decision on plan/ programme

approval. These stages include iterations and can present

different configurations, depending always of national

specificities and practices, however in general most

decision-making processes will include them.

Elaboration

The first stage occurs when political bodies are aware

of certain challenges and/or needs in the transport system

requiring a global intervention through a plan or a

programme. A political decision is taken in order to start

producing such a plan/ programme and the

corresponding guidelines are then issued. An assessment

framework is simultaneously defined in order to improve

planning/ programming outputs in very diverse but

complementary domains (e.g. environmental, socio-

economic, financial and technological). In addition to

these technical components of the decision making

process, a consultation framework to include public and

stakeholders’ perspectives is also likely to be drawn at this

stage. Planning/ programming, assessment and

consultation findings on a number of different alternatives

constitute the main outputs of this stage but, as well,

crucial inputs for the following stage.
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Alternatives setting

The second stage is again triggered by the need for a

political decision, which in this case is related with

choosing the most adequate alternative to be technically

developed. Planning/ programming procedures will now

be focused on the preparation of a draft proposal on the

selected alternative which will build upon technical and

participatory inputs derived from the previous stage, as

well as upon updated political guidelines. This draft

proposal will feed an in-depth assessment and will be

submitted to public and stakeholders’ consultation in

order to improve it. As the final proposal includes

assessment and consultation results, it constitutes the

main input for the following stage.

Approval

Finally, the third and last stage will consist in the

approval (or refusal) of the plan/ programme final proposal

by the competent political bodies. At this stage the

decision making process (regarding plan/ programme

elaboration) formally reaches its end, while

implementation is just waiting for its beginning.

Accordingly, a special effort must be made in order to

ensure continuity and feedback in the implementation

phase.

One may thus conclude that it is paramount to ensure

that SEA processes are designed and tailored to the

characteristics and strengths and weaknesses of the

existing decision making process (and not the opposite, as

it often happens). Failure to do so will result not only in

reduced SEA effectiveness, but also in delays of decision

making process itself.

2.2.3 Pro-active identification and evaluation of

options and alternatives

Perhaps the most critical stage of planning and

strategic assessment is the definition and assessment of

alternatives (see also the Fact Sheet: 4.5 “Project

alternatives and forecasting methods”), and the steps and

intermediate decisions that lead to these are all critical. SEA

design ought to ensure that process integration is

particularly effective in relation to all these steps, in order

to maximise the pro-active dimension of this decision-

support mechanism.

Since the early 1990s, the constructive (pro-active)

character of SEA has been considered a key feature of this

new mechanism and one that should have distinguished it

from project-EIA. Such character is reflected in the

requirements of the SEA Directive that it should go beyond

the simple reactive mitigation of environmental impacts of

actions that have already been decided upon. Instead, it

should be used pro-actively to inform decisions by making

suggestions on what alternatives to consider and

identifying the most favourable alternative for minimising

negative environmental impacts at the outset and if

possible enhance positive effects. There are different types

of alternatives at strategic levels, such as:

• “Do nothing” or “continue with present trends”.

• Demand reduction, e.g. reducing the transport

demand by acting (e.g. at urban level) on the traffic

attraction points.

• Fiscal measures, e.g. toll roads or congestion char-

ges.

• Modal split plans, e.g. increasing the accessibility to

collective modes

• Construction of new infrastructures, considering dif-

ferent location approaches, e.g. increasing the capa-

city of existing roads versus the construction of new

roads.

Pro-active assessment means that the process should

be open to all reasonable options and alternatives. In a

tiered planning and decision system, different

combinations of alternatives are likely to be considered at

different tiers. For example, when dealing with transport

infrastructure network extensions, it is important that

“obviating development” options were previously

considered, i.e. options that would make new road

connections unnecessary. Generally speaking, pro-active

assessment means considering all feasible options for

meeting overall objectives, i.e. managing rather than

simply meeting anticipated demand. The range of

alternatives should therefore also include those that may

lead to a reduction of demand. A recent SEA Directive

related example is provided by the draft guidance on the

effective implementation of the SEA Directive in England5

which addresses ‘obviation of development’ in forceful

terms, as follows:

“It is no longer enough just to consider different

possible locations for development. The shift from

predict and provide to plan, monitor, manage

means that alternative ways to meet needs or

respond to development demands should also be

considered, including different types of develop-

ment, and ways of obviating development, e.g. bet-

ter local amenities or services might make some
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journeys unnecessary. Obviation is not the same

thing as restricting or thwarting demands. It should

be seen as looking for different, more sustainable

means to, achieve human quality of life ends. For

example, obviating journeys should be seen as pro-

viding people with access to the things they want

with less need for mobility.”

In transport SEA, those alternatives that consider

options for managing demand, i.e. for potentially obviating

(‘unnecessary’) development should be addressed first

(such as e.g. redirecting traffic towards less sensitive

infrastructure). Once there is a clear idea on need and

demand, alternatives and options can be developed and

evaluated for meeting them. If a need for extending the

existing infrastructure network is established, the question

of location and timing will need to be addressed. Figure 2-

5 shows this hierarchy of alternatives, as suggested by the

UK ODPM draft guidance on the effective implementation

of the SEA Directive. This figure also illustrates how SEA can

apply, with different characteristics and methods, to all

strategic activities. Developing and comparing alternatives

allows the decision-maker to determine what the most

favourable options are. However, it is acknowledged that in

reality this may not always be a straightforward task. At

times, options and alternatives may not be strict “either-or”

choices (e.g. road vs. rail transport), but rather of a “mix-

and-match” nature, such as multimodal combinations for

freight transport.

2.2.4 Raising Strategic Questions

There is a final aspect of planning which needs to be

addressed. This refers to the fact that in practice it is rare to

find a hierarchy of strategic transport initiatives (policies,

plans, programmes and corridors) leading in a linear

manner to projects. More often than not actors are

confronted with a more irrational planning context. For

example, the five SEA pilot studies commissioned by the

EC in 1998 showed that corridors are often not consistent

with the type (level) of planning that takes place within

MSs: 

‘In general… the experience [of the pilot studies

focusing at] at corridor level has shown that most

countries’ planning framework do not include the

concept of transport corridors as formalised plan-

ning units with explicit decision-making processes.

This effectively means that - in general there are no

“transport corridor” plans or programmes (or inde-

ed policies), and as such, no decision into which

“SEA of a corridor” can feed [and hence influence]’  6

Furthermore, a persistent focus on ‘corridors’,

‘infrastructure’ and ‘projects’ is likely to conflict with the

overall effort of promoting a more comprehensive,

integrated approach to transport - essential in the pursuit

of sustainable solutions, as widely illustrated in EU

transport policy initiatives. In line with these concerns,
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Policy-type

activities

Need or demand: is it necessary?
Can the need or demand be met without new development/infrastructure at all? Can

development be obviated?

Plan-type

activities

- Networks

- Corridors 

Mode or process: how should it be done?
Are there technologies or methods that can meet the need with less

environmental/sustainability damage than 'obvious' or traditional methods?

Location: where should it go?

Programme 

type

activities

Timing and detailed implementation

When, and in what sequence, should developments be carried out? What details matter,
and what requirements should be made about them?

Fig. 2 5: Implementing the SEA directive: decisions sequence



users and experts have stressed the need to look at the

broader picture, even when the initiative under

assessment is – strictly speaking – more a project than a

strategic action (a condition that can apply to many TEN-T

corridors). 

In order to promote the pro-active spirit of SEA, and to

maximise its contribution to environmental protection and

sustainable development (as per Article 1 of the SEA

Directive), it is recommended that - for example in the case

of corridors – non-infrastructure alternatives such as

demand management and the use of fiscal measures are

also considered, even if they go beyond the constraints of

the corridor concept. This wider approach to the definition

of transport problems and their possible solutions

corresponds to the lessons learnt in the field of SEA over

the last decade, whereby the added value of SEA

(compared to EIA) lies first and foremost in its ability to

raise strategic questions7. Thus, this Sourcebook invites

practitioners to ask questions about: 

• the reasons for the strategic initiative (the framing of

the problem);

• the nature of the issues and their link to other poli-

cies and plans within the same sector and from

other related sectors (e.g. regional development

and nature conservation in the case of transport);

• the range of objectives that should be considered in

order to address the problem(s);

• the range of alternatives that should be considered

in order to address the problem(s), which in the

case of transport should not be limited to a choice

of location/routing since this could also be the sub-

ject of an EIA that includes cumulative assessment

techniques.

Recognizing and understanding the imperfections of

transport planning and decision-making is a critical step

that enables the definition of adequate and effective

processes and tools for SEA (see Section 3). Strategic

thinking and sustainable development go hand in hand, as

illustrated most recently by the OECD and UNDP review of

sustainable development strategies around the world. In

cases where there is insufficient strategic thinking behind

certain initiatives (be they called policies, plans, corridors

or programmes) SEA can act as a ‘compensating

mechanism’8 in those institutional and administrative

contexts where there is a weak capacity to promote

sustainable planning. Indeed, practice can provide a range

of examples of this wider concept of SEA. The gradual

application of SEA in MSs (and other countries around the

world) is leading to better plans and programmes, but

perhaps more importantly, it is also leading to the

identification of structural problems and obstacles to the

pursuit of environmental protection and sustainable

development at planning and policy-making level. 

Thus, this Manual invites users at MS and regional level

authorities to develop SEA approaches and methods that

promote strategic and sustainable thinking in the

transport sector. Table 2.2 in the following page provides a

framework for raising some of the strategic questions

mentioned above. In particular this table prompts planners

and assessors to think more broadly about the strategic

initiative, thus helping them to raise important questions

at the earliest stages of decision-making. 

It is finally worth adding that it may be necessary for

the planner to redefine the initial objectives in the light of

the emerging findings of the assessment (see also page 2-

19: Structuring and managing the process).

2.3. MANAGING THE SEA PROCESS

2.3.1  Introduction: framework conditions for effecti-

ve SEA

In order to conduct SEA effectively, the appropriate

framework conditions need to be established. In this

context, formal requirements are important for ensuring

that SEA is applied in a consistent manner, providing as

much certainty as possible to the actors involved in SEA

and PPP processes. Furthermore, explicit provisions to

consider assessment results in decision making (article 8 of

the SEA Directive) and a clear allocation of competences

and responsibilities is important, also to demonstrate

commitment to SEA.

Guidance for action in SEA (annex 1 of the SEA

Directive) is all the more effective when it is expressed

through clear goals that reflect a shared set of beliefs, e.g.

concerning sustainable development strategies, state of

the environment reports, or the environmental objectives

established in existing environmental legislation.

Objectives and systems which are accepted by all actors

have shown to be particularly useful. In their absence, SEA

might rather indicate differences in opinions than lead to

clear solutions.

Insufficient political will and a limited societal support

base are barriers for the effective application of SEA and

will take time to overcome. Furthermore,

compartmentalized organizational structures and

bureaucratic prerogatives may be in the way of effective
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SEA application. Therefore, careful consideration of

decision making traditions is of great importance for

effective SEA application. In order to develop effective SEA,

changes to existing PPP systems need to be considered, as

is implied by the SEA Directive, advocating a structured

and systematic SEA process.

A clear focus and boundaries setting are important for

effective SEA. Ultimately, this should help to create

situations in which PPP actors do not only struggle over

defining the issue, but are actually also dealing with the

question “what can be done to address it?”. In this context,

the definition of clear tasks that are relevant to actual

public decisions is of great importance.

If applied within a tiered system (article 4 of the SEA

Directive), SEA can help to shorten and simplify PPP - and

ultimately Project - making, saving time and money. In this

context, the role of the assessor may be more clearly

defined and differentiated according to context. Taking

Figure 2-5 (see page 2-13) as an example:

• policy situations would be marked by a low degree

of knowledge and concreteness. Here, assessors

may find themselves as policy mediators, suppor-

ting a wide debate on overall objectives and values.

• in plan situations, assessors may find themselves

acting as entrepreneurs, advocating values and

goals formulated in higher tier policies.

• as programme situations would be marked by a

high degree of knowledge and concreteness, asses-

sors may act as technicians, using previously defi-

ned stakeholder values in multi-criteria analysis and

cost-benefit analysis.

In order to achieve a willingness to co-operate in

integrating environmental aspects into strategic decision

making, administrations, agencies, politicians and other

decision makers need to consider themselves as real actors

in the PPP process. This is supported by article 8 of the SEA

Directive, requiring SEA results to be considered in

decision making. In this context, both parts of learning

need to be fully addressed in the assessment process;

cognitive learning, where knowledge is the dominant

variable, and social learning, where communication

between different actors and their values may lead to the

reformulation of policy issues.

It is important that actors involved in the SEA process

are made aware of and acknowledge that uncertainties

and unforeseeable impacts are likely to occur in all

strategic situations (implied in annex 1 of the SEA

Directive). If uncertainties are not explicitly acknowledged,

actors might be disappointed with the outcomes of SEA

and as a consequence, the influence of subsequent SEAs

may be greatly reduced.

Finally, appropriate funding, time and support are of

essential importance for being able to conduct SEA in a

meaningful manner. Sufficient time needs to be made

available in the interest of reliable results and effective

consultation and participation. Box 2-3 summarises

context elements enabling and supporting effective SEA

application.

Structuring and Managing the Process 

Each of the steps of the SEA process should be divided

into phases with clear tasks, roles and responsibilities. At

the end of each phase, intermediate decisions should be

made to validate the outcome and to assess, or re-assess,

what remains to be done.

Transparency is greatly enhanced by agreeing upon a

clear procedure at the outset of the SEA process. Such a

procedure may specify (i) the initial problem description

for strategy development, (ii) the objectives of the SEA

process, (iii) the sequential steps of the procedure (i.e.

documents and decision points), (iv) the time frame, (v)

provisions for consultation and participation, (vi) the actors

and their roles.

By way of example, a possible procedure is presented

in Table 2-3 below. Such a procedure, which is established

at the strategic level, may be further integrated into a

general assessment and decision-making procedural

framework9. 

The SEA process should respond appropriately to the

various inputs from consultation and participation. Also,

the interaction between the transport planning team and

the environment team may yield unexpected outcomes.

The SEA procedure should therefore be flexible with

respect to its phasing and organisation. Flexibility can be

ensured in a number of ways:

• anticipating possible outcomes from consultation

and public participation;

• communicating frequently, and at an early stage,

with interested agencies and groups;
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* Options may include petrol price increases, vehicle taxes according to CO2 emissions, subsidies for motor vehicles, parking policies, road pricing, speed

limits, access restrictions, new infrastructure, better public transport, transport management systems, public campaigns and others

Type of activi-

ty/tier

Focus Tasks Process Assessment issues/

Core  indicators

Policy related

All options*

that might

lead to

meeting

overall policy

objectives

and targets 

• analysis of current situation

listing existing economic,

social and environmental

objectives and targets and

adaptation to transport

• identifying different deve-

lopment scenarios (e.g. eco-

nomic and spatial)

• identifying different policy

options* that may lead to

objectives and targets

• evaluating options in the

light of scenarios, indicating

trade-offs for achieving

objectives and targets, poli-

cy - assessment

• monitoring actual develop-

ments

• adjusting policies regularly

Integrated

process

(some

flexibility

likely to be

necessary)

• Energy consum-

ption

• CO

• CH4

• N0

• NOx

• SO2

• Land take

• Biodiversity

• Safety

Plan related

(network level)

National or

regional

infrastructure

development

options

leading to

specific

projects

• analysis of current situation

identifying - inter-modal –

development options

according to needs identi-

fied in policies

• assessing impacts on diffe-

rent options in terms of

objectives and targets, net-

work assessment; indication

of possible tradeoffs (com-

bining with economic

assessment)

• feedback to policies

• monitoring actual develop-

ments

• adjusting network plans

regularly

Full SEA

process,

integrated or

parallel with

regular

feedbacks

• CO2

• SO

• NOx

• NMVOC

• CO

• Severance

• Land take &

impacts on soils,

water, air, flora and

fauna, biodiversity

Table 2 2:  Standardized tiered transport planning and SEA framework



• listening to signals and clearly explaining the SEA

process;

• making short-term or framework contracts with

consultants to swiftly respond to uncertain/unex-

pected outcomes.
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Type of

activity/tier

Focus Tasks Process Assessment issues/

Core  indicators

Plan related

(corridor level)

All options*

that might

lead to

meeting

overall policy

objectives

and targets 

• analysis of current situation

• potential impacts of prefer-

red options, possibly uni-

modal (only if multi-modal

alternatives are addressed

at both, policy and network

level) corridor-assessment

• monitoring actual develop-

ments

• feedback to policies and

networks

Full SEA

process,

integrated or

parallel with

regular

feedbacks

• severance

• noise

• biodiversity

• visual impacts

• land take and har-

mful emissions on

air, water, soils,

flora, fauna

Programme related National or

regional

infrastructure

development

options

leading to

specific

projects

• analysis of current situation

• identifying priority projects

using multi-criteria-analysis

or cost-benefit analysis,

programme-assessment

• monitoring actual develop-

ments

• regular adjustment of pro-

grammes

• feedback to previous tiers

Full SEA

process,

integrated or

parallel with

regular

feedbacks

• potential environ-

mental damage

translated into

costs or factors

Project related Project

design
• analysis of current situation

• optimise project design in

terms of policy objectives

and targets (project-asses-

sment)

• monitoring actual develop-

ments

• feedback to previous tiers

EIA process • severance

• biodiversity

• visual impacts

• noise

• land take and har-

mful emissions on

air, water, soils,

flora, fauna

Table 2 2:  Standardized tiered transport planning and SEA framework (continued)
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2.3.2 Applying management tools

The initiator may appoint an SEA process manager,

who is in charge during the whole SEA process. The

following management tools are particularly helpful in the

assessment step:

• setting clear targets for the SEA report and its inter-

mediate drafts;

• establishing an inter-disciplinary team of experts

(e.g. ecologists, traffic modellers, socio-economic

experts, landscape planners, etc.);

• ensuring good collaboration between the plan-

ning and environmental authorities.

• enabling effective feedback to be made between

assessment results and the planning process, for

example by:

• using management tools as PERT and GANTT dia-

grams;

° circulating early versions of the draft plans and

assessments among those taking part in the

planning and assessment work;

° stationing planners and environmental experts

in the same location;

° applying team-building techniques;

• ensuring that consultation and participation can be

carried up and providing inputs as early as the plan-

ning phases;

• ensuring that the results of the evaluation are taken

into consideration in the final decision.

Even in countries where co-ordination between

different government ministries, institutions or

administrative levels is not institutionalised, there are many

advantages in setting up informal collaborations between

these institutions in carrying out an SEA. This is particularly

true in countries where environment ministries are not

influential. Managing public participation is described in

Section 3, Chapter 3.6 and in the Fact Sheet 4.2:

“Communication and Reporting”. 

The SEA Directive requires MS to prepare an

Environmental report “in which the likely significant effects

on the environment of implementing the Plan Programme

and reasonable alternatives taking into account the

objectives and the geographical scope of the plan or

programme, are identified, described and evaluated”. The

Directive moreover adds that the report shall take into

account “…the contents and level of detail in the plan or

programme, its stage in the decision-making process and the

extent to which certain matters are more appropriately

assessed at different levels [like the project EIA] in that process

in order to avoid duplication of the assessment”. The type of

data and information this report should provide is outlined

in the Annex 1 to the Directive. Table 2-4 shows the

contents of the SEA procedure documents highlighted in

table 2-3, linking the main type of data and info with the

reporting structure suggested by the annex 1 of the

directive. Box 2-4 provides an example of a possible

structure for an Environmental Report taken from FGSV

2004 (the German Research Association for Roads and

Traffic)

• Providing formal requirements, clear provisions and competences to conduct and effectively consider SEA 

• Establishing clear, transparent and consistent value frames and expectations

• Considering and influencing traditional decision making approaches

• Establishing a clear focus – addressing the right issues at the right time

• Clearly defining roles of assessors and planners 

• Achieving a willingness to co-operate in integration

• Acknowledging and dealing with uncertainties

• Providing appropriate funding, time and support

Box 2 3 Context elements enabling and supporting effective SEA application
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Step Phase Reporting Actors Consultations

Scoping

Initial phase of the

SEA process: 

Reshape plan or

programme (PP)

objective to include

environmental &

sustainability issues

Inception note Initiator

Identify targets & ;

describe

environmental

baseline

Scoping document

(first part of the SEA

Report, see table 2-

3)

Initiator and

competent

authority

Environmental

authorities, NGOs

Impact Assessment

Initial planning and

Impact assessment

phase

Second part of the

SEA report (draft);

Transport

Infrastructure plan

Initiator

Consultations Report of

comments

Initiator and

competent

authority

Environmental

authorities, NGOs,

public

Final planning and

Impact assessment

phase

Final SEA report

and

Final Transport

Infrastructure plan

Initiator

Review

Quality check of

the SEA report;

Consistency with

the scoping

objectives an the

external

recommendations

Review report External

independent

experts

Monitoring Description of the

measures

envisaged for

monitoring

Monitoring Report

(part of the SEA

report, see table 2-

3)

Initiator

Table 2 3 Structuring the process



2.3.3 Barriers to Effective SEA Implementation

SEA implementation within the framework of

transport plans and programmes faces a number a barriers

which hinder its effectiveness and consideration by

decision takers. Thus, it is important not only to identify

such barriers, but also to devise ways and means to

overcome them.

Political barriers

A first issue to be considered, when dealing with SEA

integration into transport decision making processes, is

the need to ensure clear political support from

governments. Without the appropriate level of political

support, SEA results are likely to be given insufficient

consideration by decision takers when a transport plan or

programme is at stake. While legal prerequisites on SEA are

important, they are not sufficient to ensure that

environmental issues are properly and truly considered in

transport decision making processes, namely when it

refers to strategic levels of decision.

Another important issue has to do with the

involvement of stakeholders and the general public.

Transport-related decisions are likely to affect - directly

and/or indirectly - several sectors and populations,

prompting the need to ensure that consultation and

participation mechanisms are included in the process

throughout the relevant phases. This is a major challenge,

considering that previous exposure of the general public

to the practice of consultation and participation is usually

limited, particularly for what concerns the discussion of

transport and environmental issues at a strategic level (as

opposed consultation on concrete, physical projects).

Finally, special attention must be given to

transboundary issues, where the SEA Directive provides

basic requirements but not detailed guidance.

Nevertheless it is worth noting that, according to Decision

884/2004/EC amending Decision No 1692/96/EC on

Community guidelines for the development of the trans-

European transport network, the Commission will “develop

suitable methods for implementing the strategic

environmental assessment with the objective of ensuring,

inter alia, appropriate coordination, avoiding duplication of

effort, and achieving simplification and acceleration of

planning processes for cross-border projects and

corridors.”See also the Fact Sheet 4.6 on the transboundary

issue that provides suggestions on the actions to be

undertaken by the MS to this regard.

Technical barriers

As literature and practice review has shown, SEA is far

from having asserted itself as a stabilised and widely used

tool to support decision making processes. Technical

issues are still viewed as a major constraint, emphasising

the need to provide general but effective guidance on

how SEA can be applied to real-world situations, and

provide added value with respect to other commonly used

approaches (namely EIA). To pursue the effective

application of the SEA Directive, further efforts are required

to build a common framework among Member States,

notwithstanding the need to take due account of national

specificities.

As a consequence, capacity building must be forcefully

encouraged within institutions bearing strong

responsibilities in planning and environmental issues,

notably through targeted campaigns for the recruitment

and training of SEA technicians. 

Finally, practice has led to the identification of specific

data needs when performing environmental assessments

at both strategic and project levels. Those needs are

particularly important when a transboundary assessment

is at stake, requiring extra efforts in the co-ordination

between Member States and the EC to ensure the

production and use of consistent and compatible data. 

2.3.4 Further reading

• Bina, O. (2001) Strategic Environmental Assessment of

Transport Corridors: Lessons learned comparing the

methods of five Member States, final report by

Environmental Resources Management for DG

Environment, January 2001. European Commission,

Brussels (also available at http://europa.eu.int/-

comm/environment/eia/sea-support.htm).

• Caratti, P., Dalkmann, H. and Jiliberto, R. (Eds.) (2004)

Analytical Strategic Environmental Assessment:

Towards Better Decision-Making, due in 2004, Edward

Elgar Publishing Ltd, Cheltenham.

• OECD and UNDP (2002) Sustainable Development

Strategies - A resource book, Earthscan Publications

Ltd, London.
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Inception note

Description of the type of decision which the initiator intends to make (What is it about?

What problems should it solve?). The inception note is intended to inform the discussion

during consultation and participation. The initiator may express his/her preliminary views

about the issues to be covered in the SEA

Scoping document

Overall: Decision about the scope of the assessment: the environmental objectives the

transport infrastructure plan should try to address.

In particular: (from annex 1 to the SEA Directive, points a-e):

(a) an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or programme and relationship

with other relevant plans and programmes;

(b) the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution

thereof without implementation of the plan or programme;

(c) the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected;

(d) any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programme

including, in particular, those relating to any areas of a particular environmental

importance, such as areas designated pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC and

92/43/EEC;

(e1) the environmental protection objectives, established at international, Community or

Member State level, which are relevant to the plan or programme

SEA (and Monitoring)

Report

Overall: Statement about the environmental effects of the proposed transport

infrastructure plan that is submitted for decision-making

In particular (from annex 1 to the SEA Directive, points g-h):

(e2) the way the environmental protection objectives outlined in (e1) and any environ-

mental considerations have been taken into account;

(g) the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible offset any signifi-

cant adverse effects on the environment of implementing the plan or programme;

(h) an outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with, and a description of

how the assessment was undertaken including any difficulties (such as technical defi-

ciencies or lack of know-how) encountered in compiling the required information;

(i) a description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring in accordance with

Article 10 (of the Directive)

Review report Evaluation of the SEA report (consistency with the scoping objectives and the issues

raised during the consultation phases

Table 2 4 Reporting details
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1. Description of the traffic plan/programme (a)

1.1. Objectives of the plan/programme

1.2. Interrelationships with other traffic plans/programmes

1.3. Implementation procedure

1.4. Traffic forecasts and reasons for scenario adoption

2. Scoping

2.1. Avoiding duplication of assessment

2.2. Methods used

2.3. Planning area

2.4. Timeframe adopted for assessment

2.5. Data sources

2.6. Forecast horizon

2.7. Scenarios

3. Sustainable development and environmental protection objectives (e)

3.1. Established objectives

3.2. Other objectives

3.3. Reasons for excluding other objectives

3.4. Indicators

3.5. Environmental quality standards

4. State of the environment without implementation of the plan/programme (b, c, d)

4.1. Environmental assessment of the current planning area

4.2. Likely evolution of the environment within the forecast horizon based on the chosen scenario

4.3. Relevant environmental problems, in particular those relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance

4.4. Assessment of environment using objectives above (see 3.1-3.5)

5. Environmental effects of the current traffic network (d)

5.1 Current network and likely evolution within the forecasting horizon (status-quo-network)

5.2 Environmental effects of the status-quo-network, current and for the forecast horizon

5.3 Assessment using objectives above

5.4 Recommendations to reduce the environmental effects of the status-quo-network

Box 2 4 Proposal for a structure of an environmental report for an SEA in the transport sector (FGSV
2004, in parentheses requirements of the SEA Directive, Annex I)
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6. Environmental effects of the projects (f, g, h)

6.1. Description of the projects including their interrelationships

6.2. Justification of the projects from the traffic viewpoint

6.3. Statement on how the recommendations (see 5.4) have been taken into account

6.4. Description of and reasons for selecting the alternatives (system-, site- and design-alternatives)

6.5. Measures to avoid, reduce and offset adverse effects

6.6. Negative environmental effects (environmental impact) including secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short, medium

and long-term, permanent and temporary effects

6.7. Positive environmental effects (environmental relief, see 6.6)

6.8. Assessment of the projects and their alternatives using objectives above (see 3.)

6.9. Recommendations for integrating the projects into the plan/programme from environment's view

7. Environmental effects of the new traffic network including the projects (f, g)

7.1. Description of the new network

7.2. Statement on how the recommendations (see 6.9) have been taken into account

7.3. Negative environmental effects (environmental impact)

7.4. Positive environmental effects (environmental relief )

7.5. Assessment of the new network using objectives above (see 3.)

7.6. Recommendations for the new network from environment's view

8. Recommendations for decision making process

8.1. Legal requirements and discretionary scope 

8.2. Conflicts between environmental and other interests

8.3. Recommendations for decision making process

8.4. Recommendations for traffic policy

9. Monitoring (i)

9.1. Overview (objectives, indicators, local and temporal requirements, responsibilities, data sources, remedial actions in

case of unforeseen adverse effects)

9.2. Measures to monitor the network and the conditions of the chosen scenario

9.3. Measures to monitor the projects in the following planning stages

9.4. Measures to monitor the projects after realisation

10. Difficulties in particular technical shortcomings or lack of know-how (h)

11. Non-technical summary (j)

Box 2 4 Proposal for a structure of an environmental report for an SEA in the transport sector (FGSV
2004, in parentheses requirements of the SEA Directive, Annex I) (continued)



SECTION 3: 

CONDUCTING THE SEA PROCESS

Main focus:

Screening

Scoping

Environmental assessment

Review

Implementation and monitoring
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3.1.1 Which infrastructure plans require an

SEA?

P l a n s  r e q u i r i n g  m a n d a t o r y  S E A  i n

accordance with the SEA Direc tive

Article 3 of the SEA Directive states that the

plans and programmes requir ing   an SEA are

those:

• “which are prepared for agriculture, forestry,

f isheries, energy, industry, transport,  waste

management, water management, telecom-

municat ions,  tour ism,  town and countr y

planning or land use and which set the fra-

mework for future development consent of

projects  l i s ted in Annexes I  and I I  to

Directive 85/337/EEC (the project EIA direc-

tive),  or

• which, in view of the l ikely effect on sites,

have been determined to require an asses-

sment pursuant to Article 6 or 7 of Directive

92/43/EEC (habitats directive).”

Moreover the MS shall determine which plans

and programmes,  other  than those out l ined

above,  which set  the f ramework for  future

development consent of  projects  are l ikely  to

have s igni f icant  environmental  ef fects.  MS can

determine which plans and programmes have to

be submitted to a SEA either  “ through case -by-

case examination or by specifying types of plans and

programmes or by combining both approaches (see

the fol lowing paragraph)”.  For  this  purpose,

Annex 2 to the directive sets out a l ist of relevant

criteria that shall be taken into account by the MS

to ensure that “plans and programmes with l ikely

significant effects on the environment are covered by

this Directive”.

I t  is worth noting here that “the prediction of

likely environmental effects is complex, especially

in the context of relatively broad-brush or high

level  plans or  programmes,  where i t  may be

3.1. SCREENING

1. The characteristics of plans and programmes,

having regard, in particular, to

2. Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely

to be affected, having regard, in particular, to

• the degree to which the plan or programme sets a fra-

mework for projects and other activities, either with

regard to the location, nature, size and operating con-

ditions or by allocating resources,

• the degree to which the plan or programme influen-

ces other plans and programmes including those in a

hierarchy,

• the relevance of the plan or programme for the inte-

gration of environmental considerations in particular

with a view to promoting sustainable development,

• environmental problems relevant to the plan or pro-

gramme,

• the relevance of the plan or programme for the imple-

mentation of Community legislation on the environ-

ment (e.g. plans and programmes linked to waste-

management or water protection).

• the probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of

the effects,

• the cumulative nature of the effects,

• the transboundary nature of the effects,

• the risks to human health or the environment (e.g. due

to accidents),

• the magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geo-

graphical area and size of the population likely to be

affected),

• the value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affec-

ted due to:

• special natural characteristics or cultural heritage,

• exceeded environmental quality standards or limit

values,

• intensive land-use,

• the effects on areas or landscapes which have a reco-

gnised national. Community or international protec-

tion status.

Box 3 1: Annex 2 of the SEA Directive - Criteria for determining the likely significance of effects refer-
red to in Article 3(5)



dif f icult  to ant ic ipate the outcomes of

implementation at the time a plan or programme

is adopted. The use of the word ‘ l ikely ’ suggests

that the environmental effects to be considered

are those which can be expected with a

reasonable degree of probability ” [SEA Guidance,

DG Env.] .

Box 3-1 summarises the contents of annex I I  to

the Direct ive whi le  box 3-2 provides a  useful

over view of the screening process,  i .e.  whether

the plan or programme definitely requires an SEA,

def inite ly  does not ,  or  whether  i t  may do so

depending on fur ther  assessment .  I t  i s  f inal ly

wor th adding that MS should ensure that their

conclusions pursuant the provision of this ar ticle

of the directive, also in the case they decide not

to car r y  out  a  SEA,  are made avai lable to the

public (Art.  7 of the directive).

3.1.2 How to screen?

E a r l y  n o t i f i ca t i o n ,  a g r e e i n g  p r o c e d u r e s

and screening criteria

Usual ly  the transpor t  author i ty  in i t iates  the

development of a transpor t infrastructure plan,

and the competent or  environmental  author ity

screens the init iative.  Since SEA should star t at

the ear l iest  stage of  the planning process,  the

competent and environment author it ies should

be notified as early as possible10.

The screening process  mainly  amounts to

verifying the legal basis for SEA and applying the

specific provisions laid out in the Directive (see

also Box 3-1 below). A dedicated committee may

be set up to this end to enforce the systematic

review and application of the screening criteria,

as described e.g. in Box 3-2.

3.1.3 The time dimension

Le n g t hy  t i m e s ca l e  o f  t r a n s p o r t

infrastruc ture planning and irreversibilit y of

many infrastruc ture decisions

Making a series of tiered decisions, from highly

strategic  to project  level ,  based on thorough

assessments,  can take many years.  Planning

per iods of  more than 20 years  have been

observed (although in many countries decision-

making and assessment procedures have recently

been revised,  in  order  to prevent delays  and

increase quality).  This means that current projects

are influenced by strategic decisions taken years

ago, when SEA was not practised. This implies an

inevitable per iod of  t ransit ion which ideal ly

should be dealt  with by subject ing exist ing

transport infrastructure plans to ex-post SEAs to

inform current projects that depend from their

strategic view. However, this may not always be

possible since reconsidering strategic alternatives

through SEA takes t ime and many transpor t

problems are so urgent that  there may not be

time to wait for the outcome of such an ex-post

SEA before mak ing decis ions at  lower levels .

Moreover,  strategic decisions made in the past,

whether binding or not,  are diff icult to reverse,

even i f  their  impacts  were shown to be

signi f icant .   I t  i s  recommended that  each lead

transpor t authority (at national and/or regional

level) carr ies out a qualitative cumulative impact

assessment of  t ranspor t  and related projects

within the same region or r iver basin, to identify

l ikely  s igni f icant  impacts  and take appropr iate

action to provide – as far as possible – strategic

alternatives, mitigation plans and compensatory

mechanisms for the projects in the area.

3.1.4 Fur ther reading

• European Commission, 1996d. Guidance on

Screening .  Directorate-General XI ,  Brussels.

( This publication considers the screening

phase in the environmental impact asses-

sment of projects. I t identifies, among other

things, project, location and impact factors

determining the need for  E IA .  Suitably

adapted, it can be used at the SEA level.)

• British Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

and the Scott ish Execut ive,  the Welsh

Assembly Government and the N. I reland

Department of the Environment, July 2004:

Draft Practical Guide to the SEA Directive

2001/42/EC
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10 In some circumstances, the transport authority may be t he com-

petent authority
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Source: Sefton MBC Methodology for SEA screening;

www.sefton.gov.uk/PDF/Sefton%20methodol%20for%20SEA%20screening%20interim%20final%20201004.pdf

Box 3 2: Application criteria of the SEA Directive



3.2. SCOPING

3.2.1 What is scoping and how to do it

The most common definition of scoping in SEA

refers  to a  range of  tasks  that  wi l l  speci fy  the

activities and objectives of the SEA-process. As a

minimum, also with regards to the SEA Directive,

this stage should define the broad contents of

the SEA Repor t  and the l ikely  s igni f icant

environmental  ef fects  to be considered.  In

practical  terms,  scoping must ( i )  provide direct

input for the selection of strategic alternatives,

and (i i)  establish the concrete framework for the

subsequent environmental assessment. 

Scoping represents the turning point of any

SEA: it defines its chances of success in informing

and contr ibuting to a posit ive outcome for the

transpor t  in i t iat ive and for  environment and

sustainabi l i ty  -  as  c lear ly  i l lustrated in the f ive

pi lot  corr idor  SEAs11,  but  a lso in much of  the

pract ice reviewed12.  One of  the weak nesses of

scoping in the past  has been the fa i lure to

understand and develop its strategic dimension.

By widening and adapting the cr i t ica l  step of

scoping, this Sourcebook intends to address the

challenges identified from practice and proposes

tasks which are consistent with the participatory

and integrative approach to SEA advocated by the

Sourcebook in Section 2.

The fol lowing are recommended as  cr i t ica l

e lements of  a  good scoping phase.  They are

div ided into two main categor ies :  process and

substantive13:

Process elements of scoping:

• Who is involved and how:

° Ident i f icat ion of  the author i t ies,

inst i tut ions and indiv iduals  to be

involved

° Dist inct ion in terms of  responsibi l i t ies

and roles: some actors will  be involved in

providing information, views, others will

be asked to comment on in it ia l

proposit ions,  others  may be asked to

collaborate with the transport authority

on par t icular  tasks  ( for  example the

definition of objectives for the strategic

init iative) .  Three different activit ies can

be envisaged:

° Consultat ion within and between

public authorities;

° Cooperat ion within and between

public and private authorities on dif-

ferent aspects of the planning and

assessment processes;

° Participation of civil  society and sta-

keholders during critical stages of

the planning and assessment pro-

cesses (in particular on aspects of

scoping and to discuss the prelimi-

nary results of SEA);

° Structuring the participatory process:

° Use of standing committees;

° Use of regular internal meetings and

briefings;

° Use of  workshops,  exper t  panels ,

conferences;

• Timing: 

33

11 Bina 2001
12 Dalal-Clayton and Sadler 2004; ECMT 2004

13 Bina 2002

For the German Unity programme criteria for the consideration of environmental effects had been developed co-operatively by

the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Environment and an agreement has been signed. The environmental considerations

have been detailed within supplementary guidance. Both Ministries agreed on additional environmental requirements for a

specific project to be inserted in the later licensing procedures

Source: Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 1992

Box 3 3. Screening in the German Unity Programme



° Propose a  t imetable for  when should

each scoping task take place;

° Clar i fy  (and maximise)  the l inks  and

synergies  between each scoping task

and any re lated act iv i ty  par t  of

mainstream transpor t  planning.  This  is

par t icular ly  impor tant  in  this

Sourcebook ,  given i ts  emphasis  on

process integration;

• Resources: 

° Ident i fy  resources needed ( funding,

expertise, data, tools,  etc);

° Ident i fy  synergies  and over laps with

other  processes,  including other

assessments,  which may lead to a

maximisation of effor ts and inputs ( for

example, common use of data gathering

efforts) ;

° Highlight problems and gaps.

Substantive elements of scoping:

• With regards to the strategic  in i t iat ive

under assessment:

° Describe the type of initiative: a policy,

plan or programme (see Fact Sheet 4.3

on “Concept of tiering in transport SEA”)

and the reasons for  the strategic

initiative (the framing of the problem it

is meant to address and solve).  Defining

the nature and scope of the problems is

a critical decision which influences both

planning and assessment ,  and should

therefore be discussed f rom an

environmental  as  wel l  as  t ranspor t

perspective;

° Define the l ink between the problems

and issues to be addressed by the

transpor t  in i t iat ive,  and other  pol ic ies

and plans within the same sector  and

from other related sectors (e.g. regional

development and nature conservation in

the case of transport) ;

° Define clearly the stage of the planning

process at which you are at:  is it star ting?

Is  there a l ready a  c lear  idea of  the

problem and objectives? Is there a draft?

Depending on the answer, the whole SEA

process  and i ts  role  in  re lat ion to the

planning and decis ion-mak ing process

will  have to be adapted;

• Set the context, establishing the reference

values for the assessment: 

° the range of objectives that should be

considered in order  to address  the

problem(s) :  environmental  (and wider

sustainable t ranspor t)  object ives –

ideally these should be discussed widely

and openly with key actors  and

institutions identified above; 

° based on the object ives :  def ine

evaluat ion cr i ter ia  or  indicators,  and

where possible refer to existing targets

and standards;

• Set the baseline data, collating and foreca-

sting environmental data that is necessary

and sufficient to support the assessment of

such strategic initiative (this is an iterative

process that continues through the SEA

process);

• Ident i fy  the s igni f icant  environmental

ef fects  to be considered (deciding the

scope);

• Appraise strategic alternatives, identifying

the type and range of options that should

be considered in order to address the pro-

blem(s),  and subsequently assessed using

the reference values mentioned above. In

the case of transport alternatives should

not be l imited to a choice of location/rou-

ting since this could also be the subject of

an EIA that includes cumulative assessment

techniques.

• Describe elements of the assessment pro-

cess  (s igni f icance cr i ter ia ,  consultat ions

with experts,  aggregation criteria, presenta-

tion of results) ;

• Justify leaving any issues out of the SEA that

were proposed during the scoping process

(for example, certain indirect effects).  

Given i ts  impor tance and centra l  role

throughout the whole SEA process,  i t  i s

recommended that the scoping decision be laid

down in a dedicated scoping document (see Box

3-4, 3-5 for brief summaries).  This would help all

par t ies directly and indirectly involved,  as they

could refer  to a  common document when

discuss ing progress  on the SEA process,

promoting efficiency and transparency.
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3.2.2 Why scoping?

General advantages of scoping

The general benefits of an early scoping phase

are:

• I t  helps ensure that  the environmental

information used for decision-making provi-

des a  comprehensive picture of  a l l  the

effects of the project, including issues that

are of particular concern to affected groups

and other interested parties. This should in

par t icular  a lso include possible environ-

mental impacts of projects in other coun-

tries.  

• I t helps consider strategic alternatives, pre-

v iously  not  examined,  so that  to some

extent in the scoping phase one is invited

to reflect again on the rationale of the enti-

re project and think about alternative solu-

tions. This is especially important in those –

not uncommon – situations where a set of

presumptions have already been made on

the basis of past debates and political prio-

r ities.

• I t helps to organise and focus the data and

knowledge required for the SEA. I t ensures

that attention is focused on the issues that

are of  most  impor tance for  decis ion-

making, avoiding the collection and presen-

tation of unnecessary information and the

ineffective use of scarce resources.

• I t can help in effective management and

resourcing of the SEA by encouraging early

planning of the activities required to produ-

ce the environmental information. Of cour-

se it is obvious that the determination of

what to do and not to do in the SEA-process

(a result of the scoping phase) is also a

necessary condition for planning and sche-
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The HSR Zuid is a major new high speed railway from Amsterdam to Antwerp. Decisions on the Dutch territory were, inter alia,

made at the tiers of the Spatial Planning Key Decision (PKB) and the Route Decision (TB). The EIA legislation required that an SEA

were undertaken for the PKB decision. The EIA procedure was formally linked to the PKB-procedure. Anticipating that (voluntary)

EIA at the subsequent Route Decision tier would be undertaken, the PKB decision did not specify a precise alignment, leaving some

uncertainty about the environmental impacts. In The Netherlands the EIA Decree prescribes that a scoping decision must be made

by the competent authority. Both tiers were included in the same scoping decision, but the issues that could be postponed to the

second tier were determined later. The scoping decision for the SEA at the PKB level dated from 1987. It did not refer to the Route

Decision tier. The scope included the following main items:

• whether further rail capacity between The Netherlands and Belgium was necessary;

• what mode was most appropriate (e.g. conventional rail, high speed rail, or a completely different mode);

• where the HSR would be aligned;

• large-scale environmental impacts caused by effects on the existing rail network, the modal

• split and car and air transport effects on socio-economic spatial relationships;

• local impacts of alternative alignments for the HSR connection.

The PKB and the SEA dealt with the whether question. It compared two scenarios (part, or not part, of the European HSR

Network), and it analysed transport alternatives varying from 'do nothing' via 'high speed trains on conventional railways' to 'the

construction of an HSR (via different alignments) in the Netherlands'. The environmental impacts were assessed for each of the

various alignments. This included the horizontal alignment (with a corridor width) and, where necessary to assess the impact of

the whole route, the vertical alignment. To assess many of the large-scale impacts, the SEA made use of the information provided

some time earlier in the international SEA for the Paris, Cologne, Brussels, Amsterdam and London network (1989). This included a

generic comparison of the impacts of the HSR with the conventional modes of long distance transport, i.e. road traffic,

conventional rail and aviation. The international SEA made overall estimates, amongst which were emissions of carbon dioxide,

energy consumption, noise nuisance and traffic safety.

Box 3 4. Scoping decisions in the SEA of the HSR Zuid, The Netherlands



duling these activities. So, only after having

completed the ‘scoping’ report the SEA-pro-

cess can be planned 

• I t helps to improve the “smooth” embedding

of the present SEA to other types of asses-

sment at other levels.  In the scoping phase

one specifies the inter faces of the current

SEA to assessments in other planning tiers

and other assessment types (this could for

example be EIA in a later stage of the pre-

sent plan, but also SEA of other plans or

programmes, as well as different “parallel”

types of assessment l ike Cost-Benefit analy-

sis) .

S p e c i f i c  a d va n t a g e s :  c o n s u l t a t i o n ,

coordination, par ticipation and learning

In response to the lessons from practice, this

Sourcebook places great  emphasis  on the

participatory dimension of SEA, and distinguishes

between consultat ion,  cooperat ion and publ ic

par t ic ipat ion.  Accordingly,  i t  recommends that

the scoping stage is designed to promote the use

of SEA as a process that wil l  create or -  where

these already exist - strengthen mechanisms and

oppor tunit ies  for  greater  consultat ion and

coordinat ion ( for  example between transpor t ,

land-use and public works authorities).  Scoping is

a lso crucia l  with regard to the issue of

transparenc y and par t ic ipat ion,  both of  the

public, stakeholders and in particular the private

sector,  which plays  a  key role in  t ranspor t

investments. I t allows to plan the involvement of

outside bodies, it can provide a useful method of

establ ishing contact  with other  agencies  and

author i t ies,  interest  groups,  local  communit ies

and the general public. By involving these groups,

scoping can increase the acceptabi l i ty  and

credibi l i ty  of  the SEA and the decis ion-mak ing

process  and reduce the r isk  of  opposit ion

emerging late in the day, causing delay and costs.

The comprehensive scoping phase

recommended in this Sourcebook is also intended

to promote the increas ingly  impor tant  idea of

learning14,  both in terms of  learning between

disciplines and sectors – such as environment and

transport – and in terms of long-term social and

organisational learning that can lead to cultural

and structural  changes faci l i tat ing susta inable

transport policy-making. Thus, users are invited to

design SEA processes that  maximize the

oppor tunit ies  for  learning through workshops,

informal meetings to discuss lessons learnt, and

similar.

The emphasis on discussion and transparency

is  a lso just i f ied on the basis  of  an impor tant

character ist ic  of  st rategic  level  planning and

assessment :  uncer ta inty and value judgement .

The impor tance of  these aspects  cannot be

underest imated,  as  the formulat ion and

assessment of strategic transport issues is leading

to ever- increas ingly  complex l inks  between

technical ,  socia l ,  economic and environmental

dimensions. Crucially,  the European Commission

itself,  in its Communication on the use of expert

knowledge in decision-mak ing (EC 2002) draws

the fol lowing conclus ions for  increas ingly
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14 Bina 2003; Nilsson 2005

When assessing the environmental impacts of the European HSR Network, only traffic which was in competition with the

network was considered. Therefore the study was restricted to long distance transport of passengers. Local travel or freight

transport were ruled out of the scope of the SEA. For this reason some limitations were introduced. The modes of passenger

transport considered were road, air and rail. The network, and the length to be studied, was selected and restricted. For rail

transport 9,800 km of new lines, 14,400 km of upgraded old lines, and 25,000 km of the interregional existing rail network, including

the existing 430 km French TGV line, were considered. For road transport, the network of roads parallel to the HSR lines was selected,

with a total length of 31,450 km. For air transport 83 airports with regular intra- European commercial flights were taken into

account in the calculations. Estimated impacts for each transport mode were limited to local impacts (land take and rural

landscape), primary energy consumption, air pollution, noise pollution and safety.

Box 3 5 Scoping the SEA of the European High Speed Rail Network



controversial issues:

‘scientific exper tise is. . .  as much about

stating what is unknown, or uncer tain with

differing degrees of probability,  as about

setting out commonly agreed and accepted

views….

I n c re a s i n g l y…  t h e  i n t e r p l a y  b e t we e n

polic y-makers,  exper ts,  interested par ties

and the public at large is a crucial par t of

po l i c y- m a k i n g,  a n d  a t t e n t i o n  h a s  t o  b e

focused not just on policy outcome but also

on the process followed’15

This  leaves no doubt that ,  at  the hear t  of

chal lenges to SEA,  is  the need to f ind ways of

deal ing with the uncer ta inty and value - laden

choices intrinsic to strategic initiatives. Hence the

emphasis in this section on building clarity and

transparenc y in the scope of  the SEA and on

providing opportunities for dialogue and greater

cooperation, as well as mutual learning through

the moments of discussion.

3.2.3 Identifying and agreeing on objectives

D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m ( s )  a n d  t h e

objec tives for the transpor t plan 

As mentioned above,  the def init ion of

objectives is a cr it ical task of scoping, and one

which car r ies  great  impor tance s ince the SEA

process  wi l l  use the set  of  environmental  and

sustainable transpor t  object ives as  a  reference

framework to assess  the a l ternat ive solut ions

being proposed.  Most  SEAs are object ives- led,

which means that the main purpose and outcome

of an SEA is to establish whether the proposals:

• are making a contribution, or

• are leading to l ikely conflicts,  

with the set  of  pre - def ined and agreed

objectives. This simple framework is par ticularly

useful  when tak ing strategic decis ions,  s ince it

provides decision-makers with a clear reference

to the essential point: their own objectives and

whether the transport plan or programme is l ikely

to contribute or conflict with them.

The task of  def ining and agreeing on

objectives amounts to a detailed statement of the

initiator ’s objectives (what does the initiator want

to achieve through the transpor t infrastructure

plan?) and to determining the institutional and

geographical context and the time frame of the

plan. 

This  descr ipt ion wi l l  help to determine the

environmental issues involved and the range of

feas ible opt ions that  can be taken into

consideration.

The initial problem description represents the

initiator ’s viewpoint. In some cases the problem

descr ipt ion does not  include environmental

issues,  a l though environmental  impacts  are

clearly relevant. New objectives should be added

after consultation, and specif ied in the scoping

decision so that the plan can be assessed against

these (it is diff icult – for technical and political

reasons -  to include new objectives during the

assessment step itself ) .

I t  is  often useful i f  the init iator explains the

background of the plan objectives at the outset

of the scoping process. This may prevent requests

to consider  opt ions that  are not  feas ible.

Preferably, the objectives should be justif ied on

the basis  of  t ranspor t  pol ic y,  environmental

pol ic y,  standards,  and spat ia l  p lans,  as  wel l  as

with reference to other  major  sector  pol ic ies

which have a direct or indirect l ink with transport

(for example, regional development and cohesion

policies).

A sound descr ipt ion of  object ives is  a lso

impor tant  to reduce the r isk  that  these

( impl ic i t ly )  re ject  feas ible opt ions that  are

environmental ly  preferable.  For  example,  the

init iator  may formulate an object ive as  ‘ to

construct a new road connection between A and

B,  minimis ing environmental  impacts’ ;  th is

object ive impl ic i t ly  re jects  the opt ion of

widening exist ing roads or  developing other

means of solving the transport problem.

I d e n t i f y i n g  e nv i r o n m e n t a l  o bj e c t i ve s  a n d

targets

Objectives,  indicators (especial ly for detailed

programme-type initiatives) and (where available)

targets, should be proposed and widely discussed

as soon as  poss ible.  They should ser ve as  a

reference framework for the assessment stage: 

• an objective is an expression of the desira-
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ble end-state or direction of development

of an impact (for example, the greenhouse

effect should be prevented);

• an indicator is a measurable (and foreseea-

ble) quantity, used to directly or indirectly

measure the achievement of  objectives (for

example, a direct indicator ’ is the emission

of greenhouse gases, an indirect indicator

could be ‘vehicle  k ilometres’) ;

• a target is the (often politically determined)

value that an indicator should take ( for

example, a reduction of emissions of carbon

dioxide by 20%).

I f  there is  a  lack of  pol i t ica l ly  agreed

environmental  object ives and targets,  these

should be defined in the scoping phase, e.g. on

the basis of consultation. I f  the relevant transport

authorities do not already have an environmental

and/or sustainability strategy for their sector, this

task may prove difficult.  Although many countries

have defined some form of environmental policy,

many others have not, or have only a very vague

document which cannot provide the basis for this

scoping task . I t is therefore recommended that an

environmental policy for the transport sector be

adopted,  providing object ives,  indicators  and

targets.  These can include, for example,  targets

for energy use, for the number of people suffering

noise nuisance, or for compensation of the loss of

ecosystems (e.g. 'no net effect' principle).  

Some examples may better  c lar i fy  these

concepts16.Box 3-6 shows the 1995 Finnish

transport and environmental policy targets;  Box

3-7 describes the approach taken in the UK study

on the Trans-Pennine Corridor ; Box 3-8 shows the

object ives speci f ied for  the German Federal

Transport Infrastructure Plan (it should be noted

that non-environmental targets are included, as

the environment is only one of several planning

cr i ter ia)  and Box 3-9 shows the types of

assessment objectives and indicators considered

in the Austr ian case study on the Danube

Corr idor.  Final ly Box 3-10 repor ts the case of a

Swedish study on the Gothenburg-Jönköping

Transport Corridor, in which the initial assessment

objectives were not well defined, leading to the

meaningfulness of some of the results of the SEA. 

3 . 2 . 4  I d e nt i f y i n g  t h e  i n d i c ato r s  fo r

appraising strategic alternatives

Identifying indicators

Once the geographical ,  temporal  and

assessment objectives and criteria and objectives

have been defined, simple, measurable indicators

should be chosen in order to allow comparisons

between var ious a l ternat ives.  These indicators

need to be directly relevant to the assessment

objectives chosen and need to be supported by

avai lable data .  Box 3-11 shows the French

proposed criteria for the selection of indicators in

the case of a Corridor SEA and boxes 3-12 and 3-

13 show how,  in two concrete cases,  the

assessment object ives have been l inked to the

related indicators:

Ap praising strategic alternatives

The Direct ive requires  the assessment of

‘reasonable a l ternat ives tak ing into account

current knowledge and methods of assessment ’

(Article 5(1)) .  I t  should anyway be normal practice

when developing a plan or  programme to

propose different ways of fulfi l l ing its objectives.

Each alternative can be tested against the SEA

object ives.  Posit ive as  wel l  as  negat ive ef fects

should be considered,  and uncer taint ies about

the nature and significance of effects should be

noted. This will  often be an iterative process, with

the alternatives being revised to enhance positive

effects and reduce negative ones.

I t is,  in any case, important to highlight that it

is  not  the purpose of  SEA to  decide which

alternative should be chosen for the plan or

programme .  This  is  the role of  the decis ion

makers who have to make choices on the plan or

programme to be adopted. The SEA simply has to

provide information on the re lat ive

environmental impact of alternatives.

In  general  the environmental  impacts

categor ies  receive di f ferent  pr ior i ty  levels  in

di f ferent  s i tuat ions and countr ies,  and issues

depend on feasible alternatives. The alternatives

considered at project, corridor and network level

var y f rom countr y  to countr y,  and between

transpor t  infrastructure plans.  I t  i s  poss ible,

however, to identify indicators that may be used

to compare certain types of alternatives (to know
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more on the selection of alternatives see also the

Fact  Sheet  4 .5  on “Project  a l ternat ives and

forecast ing methods”) .  The main dist inct ion is

between: 

• alternative construction methods,  design

and detailed alignment (normally assessed

at project level) ;

• alternative indicative routing, or siting in

the case of nodal infrastructure (normally

assessed at corridor level) ;  

• alternative modes and measures to influen-

ce traffic f lows (assessed at corridor level or

network level) .

In all  cases impacts are deemed relevant if :

• they can be influenced by the infrastructure

plan. ( The impacts selected during scoping

must be sensitive to feasible variations in

the proposed infrastructure plan/ program-

me.  Appropr iate indicators  therefore
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Source: Ministry of Transport and Communication, 2005

1. Integration of environmental considerations into the preparation of transport system plans with the aim to reduce growth

of transport, to maintain the market share of environmentally sustainable modes of transport and to decrease the adverse

environmental impacts of transport. 

2. Maintaining transport-related greenhouse gas emissions at the level of year 1990. 

3. Reduction of NOx emissions and VOC emissions from road, air and rail transport by approximately 75 % by 2010 in compa-

rison with the level of 1990. 

4. Reduction of particulate pollutants from road transport and minimisation of adverse effects on health. 

5. Prevention of new traffic noise pollution and reduction in exposure to traffic noise. 

6. Reducing the number of people living in areas where daytime traffic noise level exceeds 55 dB at least 20 % by year 2020

compared to year 2003. 

7. More efficient use of natural resources in land and water engineering and prevention of waste and surplus of soil genera-

tion. 

8. Prevention of water and soil pollution by minimising entry of transport-related hazardous substances into the environment. 

9. Investigation and processing of previously contaminated soil and sediments. 

10. Protection of marine environment by minimising the risks of transport related hazardous substances, vessel traffic substan-

ces and spreading of alien species through vessel traffic ballast waters. 

11. Preserving natural diversity in the planning and implementation of transport infrastructure projects.

Box 3 6 Selected targets for the environmental effects of transport in Finland
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In the UK Trans-Pennine Corridor four primary objectives where agreed:

• to protect and enhance the environment;

• to promote safety;

• to promote adequate accessibility; and

• to promote economic efficiency of transport, and efficiency of economic activities.

Under each category, subsidiary objectives were defined. Those for environment are the following

Category Objective

Global Issues

• Climate change

• Regional air pollution

• Minimise emission of greenhouse gases

• No excess of critical acidification loads and levels

Natural and Built Resources

• Landscape, biodiversity, heritage and

townscape

• Water resources

• Enhance natural and built resources and townscape and minimise

negative impacts on landscape, biodiversity, heritage and built

environment

• Minimise pollution of fresh and marine surface waters and groun-

dwater

Community Issues

• Noise

• Air quality

• Avoidance of exposure to levels which endanger health or quality

of life

• Protection against recognised health risk for air pollution

'Structural Goals' 'Performance Goals'

Reduction of transportation costs

Reduction of travel times

Improvement of safety

Improvement of spatial structure

Improvement of environment

Conservation of nature and Landscape

Promotion of other benefits outside the traffic

system of inland waterways for water supply

Reduction of vehicle standing and operating costs

Reduction of travel times; shortening of routes

Reduction of injuries and material losses by accidents

Improvement of accessibility, improvement of job supply in weak areas

Reduction of noise, air pollution and separation effects of traffic

Less consumption of land; avoidance of water pollution as well as dangers

to flora and fauna

Improvement of the value of natural areas for recreation use

Box 3 7: UK study on the Trans-Pennine Corridor: the assessment objectives

Box 3 8. Objectives used for the German Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan and its ecological risk
analysis
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depend on the assessment level.  For exam-

ple, energy use may not be an issue in a

routing decision, whereas it may be in a

modal decision.)

• they are not influenced by the infrastructu-

re plan but legally required to be conside-

red and mentioned in environmental legi-

s lat ion and pol ic y (such as  the Fi f th

Environmental Action Programme).

Table 3-1 shows indicators  appropr iate for

compar ing the above out l ined types of

alternatives. I t is worth noting that this table is

ver y comprehensive and elaborated and is

applicable to detailed programme initiatives. For

wider plans or programmes the l ist of impact to

take into account may be drastically reduced (i .e. :

Cl imate change, local  air  pollution,  biodiversity

and land-use, noise)

To know more on the indicators selection we

suggest to read the Fact Sheet 4.7 on “Criteria and

Indicators” that  shows in detai l  the type of

indicators that may be used for the environmental

assessment of  detai led programs and mega

projects.

The Austrian case study also bases its assessment objectives and indicators on existing objectives for environmental protection,

derived from, for example, the Austrian National Environment Plan and the Toronto commitment to reduce green house gas

emissions

Main Topics Secondary Topics

• Energy Consumption

• CO2 emissions

• All other emissions

• Land use

• Impacts on environment and regional

development

• Economic Growth

• Ensuring mobility

• Ensuring access

The Swedish study referred mainly to the goals of the Swedish EPA. These are essentially general environmental goals for

transport, arranged in three categories:

• the use of land and water;

• stock resources; and

• pollutants.

However, failure to translate national level objectives in terms of the local characteristics and reality has led to problems. Almost

all the Swedish transport initiatives resulted in conflict with these broadly defined objectives. The issues which were identified using

the existing national policy and guidance documents were too generic and this, it was felt, had an impact on the meaningfulness

of some of the results of the SEA. The experience showed the need for the definition of more operational transport and environment

goals at national and regional levels.

Box 3 9: The Austrian study on the Danube Corridor: topic areas for defining the objectives

Box 3 10 The Swedish study on the Gothenburg-Jönköping Transport Corridor
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Criteria

The nature and level of the assessment
• this is an environmental assessment intended to feed into a multi-

criteria analysis

• it refers to a large corridor, not a single route

The scale of assessment • scale varies between I/100 000 and 1/250 000

The method’s replicability
• the indicators must be transferable to all corridor case studies;

although adjustments will be necessary to reflect specific environ-

mental characteristics.

The durability of the indicators • indicators must be valid throughout the life of the project and the

infrastructure's development

The multimodal character
• in order to favour the comparison and the calculation of cumulati-

ve impacts, indicators must apply to all terrestrial modes

The transboundary character • indicators will have to match each country's objectives and availa-

ble set of data, and must remain homogeneous

The baseline
• the indicators must identify change with respect to the state of the

environment and the intrinsic value of the environment's natural

and cultural resources before development takes place

Homogeneity
• in order to facilitate decision-making, indicators should maintain a

certain consistency in the way they are designed and in terms of

their measurement units

Simplicity

• only the most significant and relevant indicators should be develo-

ped. Their message must be easy to grasp and interpret. Their num-

ber must be limited in order to be able to visualise them and to

integrate them into a multi-criteria

Source: Bina 2001- INGEROP 1999

Category Objective Indicator

Global Issues

• Climate change

• Regional air pollution

Minimise emissions of greenhouse

gases

No excess of critical acidification

loads and levels

Change in quantity of CO2 emitted

Change in quantity of NOx emitted

(and related to areas exceeding

critical loads and levels)

Box 3 11 Specification in the case of a Corridor SEA (the Corridor Nord Paris - Brussels)

Box 3 12: UK, SEA indicators and related objectives
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Category Objective Indicator

Natural and built resources

• Landscape, biodiversity, heritage

and townscape

• Water resources

Enhance natural and built resources

and minimise negative impacts on

landscape, biodiversity, heritage and

built environment

Minimise pollution of fresh and

marine surface waters and

groundwater

Land take and changes in traffic

(pass.-km) in sensitive areas

Changes in traffic (pass-km) as a

proxy of the potential for impacts

from road run-off

Community Issues

• Noise

• Air quality

Avoidance of exposure to levels

which endanger health or quality of

life

Protection against recognised health

risk for air pollution

Change of population disturbed by

noise

Changes in quantity of NOx and

PM10 emissions

Source: Bina 2001 – MVA, ERM, David Simmonds Consultancy 1999

Environmental Targets Assessment Criteria/indicators

reduce:

• greenhouse gases

• air pollutants

• energy consumption

reduce:

• emissions of CO2

• emissions of CO, NOx, CH, SO2, particles

• energy consumption (MJ) by fuels

minimise land use additional direct land use (ha)

minimise impact on areas indirect land use (ha)

minimise impact on protected areas length of infrastructure (+ impact of traffic) in nature reserves and

landscape-protection areas

minimise impact on recreation areas length of infrastructure (+ impact of traffic) in areas for landscape

bound, quiet recreation

reduce of noise-impact length of infrastructure (+ impact of traffic) in densely populated

areas

no risks to important water resources length of infrastructure (+ impact of traffic) in densely populated

water resources

minimise impact on landscape length of infrastructure (+ degree of completion) in sensitive

landscape

minimise fragmentation of areas density of the net, length of infrastructure in non-fragmented areas

no exceeding of impact limits length of infrastructure (+impact of traffic) in preloaded areas

Source: Bina 2001 – Trafico 2000

Box 3 12: UK, SEA indicators and related objectives (continued)

Box 3 13: Austria (Danube corridor), Objectives/targets, criteria and indicators:



3.2.5 Fur ther reading 

• European Commiss ion,  June 2001c.

Guidance on EIA Scoping.  Directorate -

General XI ,  Brussels.  ( The aim of this publi-

cation is to provide guidance to developers

and competent authorities on scoping at

the EIA level.  In some cases it can also be

useful at the SEA level.)

• European Commiss ion DG Environment-

Ol iv ia  B ina – Januar y 2001.  Strategic

Environmental  Assessment of  Transpor t

Corridors: Lessons learned comparing the

methods of f ive Member States

• European Environment Agenc y,  1999,

.Environment in the European Union at the

turn of the century. Environmental asses-

sment repor t  2 .  EEA,  Copenhagen.  ( This

repor t  is  a  repor t  on the state of  the

European environment.)

• European Environment Agenc y,  1998a.

Europe's  Environment :  The Second

Assessment. EEA, Copenhagen. ( This report

gives an over view of  the environmental

situation in all  countries of Europe, inclu-

ding an analysis of pressures and driving

forces (which include transport))

• British Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

and the Scott ish Execut ive,  the Welsh

Assembly Government and the N. I reland

Department of the Environment, July 2004:

Draft Practical Guide to the SEA Directive

2001/42/EC

• BEACON project, Rijswijk 2005.  Deliverable

D2.3 Indicators,  tools,  and data.  (Repor t

discussing, analysing and giving recommen-

dations on the use of indicators in a SEA-

context)

• Schmidt M. Joao E. ,  Albrecht A (editors).

Implementation of strategic environmental

assessment. (Springer 2005)

• (Handbook on a wide range of SEA-related

topics).  A state of SEA-implementation in

various members States).  Information about

the state of the environment and environ-

mental policy can be obtained from the

nat ional  environmental  ministr y  in  any

member state. 

3.3. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Read this  chapter  to  f ind out  about  general

methods for the analysis of environmental impacts

of plan and programmes alternatives

3.3.1 Definitions and requirements 

As outlined in paragraph 2.4 of section 2, the

SEA Direct ive obl iges MS to prepare an

Environmental  repor t  in  which “ the l ike ly

s igni f icant  ef fects  on the environment of

implementing the plan or  programme,  and

reasonable  alternat ives  tak ing into account  the

objectives and the geographical scope of the plan or

programme, are identified, described and evaluated”.

[ar t 5 (1)] .

Whi lst  identi f icat ion and descr ipt ion are

covered within the scoping phase,  the

Environmental  Assessment concentrates  on

evaluation ,  which is defined here as a process

designed to contribute pertinent environmental

information to the decis ion-mak ing process  of

policies, plans and programs.

In pract ical  terms,  the Environmental

Assessment phase must produce all  environment

related evidence required for  decis ion mak ing,

and must do so by applying the specif icat ions

and recommendat ions issued in the Scoping

phase. 

The Direct ive states  that  [ar t .  5  (2) ]  the

“ information that  may reasonably be required” to

prepare the SEA report can be obtained making

use of :

• current knowledge and methods of asses-

sment

and tak ing into account:

• the contents and level of detail  in the plan

or programme

• its stage in the decision-making process

I t is therefore important to note that the SEA

Directive:

• expl ic i t ly  requires  an integrat ion of  the

environmental assessment into the decision

making process;
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IMPACT

TYPES OF ALTERNATIVES FOR WHICH THE INDICATOR IS SENSITIVE

CONSTRUCTION METHODS,

DESIGN, DETAILED ALIGNMENT

INDICATIVE ROUTING OR

SITING

MODAL ALTERNATIVES

Resource

depletion/waste
Resource intensity

• resource intensity 

• energy use (if modes are

compared)

• resource intensity 

• energy use

Climate change Not sensitive to project

adjustments

In cases where significant

differences in route

length arise)

• emission of CO2

• vehicle kilometres

• emission of CO2

• vehicle kilometres by vehi-

cle type

• modal share in passenger

kilometres and tonne kilo-

metres

• congestion

• fuel consumption

Acidification Not sensitive for project

adjustments

In cases where significant

differences in route

length arise)

• emission of NOx or

SO2

• vehicle kilometres

• emission of  SO2 and NOx

• vehicle kilometres by vehi-

cle type

• modal share in passenger

kilometres and tonne kilo-

metres

• congestion

Local air pollution

Exposure of the population to

above standard pollutant

concentrations

Exposure of the

population to above

standard pollutant

concentrations

• emission of pollutants

• likelihood that a large num-

ber of people will be affec-

ted

• congestion

Photochemical

smog

Not sensitive for project

adjustments

In cases where significant

differences in route

length arise)

• emission of NOx  or

SO2

• modal share in passenger

kilometres and tonne-kilo-

metres

• vehicle kilometres

• emission of NOx and hydro-

carbons

Biodiversity

Land take and fragmentation of

ecologically sensitive sites

Land take and

fragmentation of

ecologically sensitive sites

• length of infrastructure

• land take and land frag-

mentation of ecologically

sensitive areas

• distance from ecologically

sensitive areas

• risk of affecting key species

populations

Table 3 1. Example of indicators for comparing alternatives



• be a specific methodology or level of detail

for the information to be gathered, recom-

mending, on the contrary, that this informa-

tion ought to be obtained making use of

“current knowledge and methods”; 

• states that the impacts must be described

in such a detail  that correlates to the defini-

tion of the plan or programme. In practice,

“in the environmental report for a broad-

brush plan or programme, ver y detai led

information and analysis may not be neces-

sary, (for example, a plan or programme at

the top of a hierarchy which descends from

the general  to the par t icular ) ,  whereas

much more detail  would be expected for a

plan or programme that itself contained a

higher  level  of  detai l ” [Commented SEA

directive, DG Environment]

Final ly point ( f )  of  Annex 1 to the Directive

outl ines that  the l ikely  s igni f icant  ef fects  the

environmental impact assessment (see also box 3-

14) have to deal with:

• biodivers i ty,  populat ion,  human health ,

fauna, f lora, soil,  water, air,  cl imatic factors,

material assets, cultural heritage including

architectural and archaeological heritage,

landscape and the interrelationship betwe-

en the above factors
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IMPACT TYPES OF ALTERNATIVES FOR WHICH THE INDICATOR IS SENSITIVE

CONSTRUCTION METHODS,

DESIGN, DETAILED ALI-

GNMENT

INDICATIVE ROUTING OR

SITING

MODAL ALTERNATIVES

Landscape
Land take, visual and other

impacts on character of valued

landscape areas

Land take, visual and other

impacts on character of

valued landscape areas

Land take, visual and other

impacts on character of

valued landscape areas

Noise/tranquillity
Exposure of the population to

above standard noise level

Exposure of the population

to above standard noise

level-area affected by noise

above a certain level

• vehicle type and speed

• vehicle kilometres

• likelihood that a large

number of people or

tranquil areas will be

affected

Land take/
proximity

Land take in, or in proximity to,

different categories of land

(including heritage areas)

• land take in different

categories of land

• distance from sensitive

areas

Total land take per category

Impacts on water Distance from sensitive sites Distance from sensitive

areas

Distance from sensitive

sites

Accidents

Number of accidents or

casualties

Environmental damage caused

by accidents

Number of accidents or

casualties

Environmental damage

caused by accidents

Number of accidents or

casualties

Environmental damage

caused by accidents

Table 3 1. Example of indicators for comparing alternatives (continues)



3.3.2 Environmental Assessment within the

SEA par ticipator y and integrative approach

In chapter 2.1 of Section 2 it has been stressed

that  SEA provides a  real  value added to the

mak ing of  pol ic ies,  p lans and programmes

provided that, all  along the SEA process, public

par t ic ipat ion and integrat ion with strategic

decis ion mak ing are appropr iately  taken into

account. Good practice is outlined in figures 2-2

and 2-3 of Section 2 and further represented in

figure 3-1 below, showing how the Environmental

Assessment phase is l inked with:

• the parallel decision making (particularly for

what concerns the identification and fine

tuning of the PP alternatives);

• the participation activities

• and the previous and subsequent SEA pro-

cess phases.  

The Scoping and Environmental  Assessment

“boxes” and their  l ink ages with the decis ion

tak ing stages i l lustrate the substantive stages of

the SEA process,  u l t imately  leading to the

preparat ion of  the SEA repor t  for  the f inal

decision tak ing:

1. Setting the context (identifying objectives

and evaluation criteria or indicators) and

establishing the baseline (collecting baseli-

ne information and data)

2. Appraising strategic alternatives.

3. Assessing the effects of the plan or pro-

gramme

S e t t i n g  t h e  c o n t e x t  a n d  e s t a b l i s h i n g  t h e

baseline

This scoping phase has been described in the

previous section.  I t must be complemented with

the establishment of the Baseline, which provides

the reference for  predict ing and monitor ing

environmental  ef fects  and helps to ident i fy

environmental problems and alternative ways of
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Criteria for determining the likely significance of effects [Articles 3(5) and 5(1)]

Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected, having regard, in particular, to:

• the probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of the effects;

• the cumulative nature of the effects;

• the transboundary nature of the effects;

• the risks to human health or the environment (e.g. due to accidents); and

• the magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geographical area and size of the population likely to be affected)*;

The value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affected due to:

• special natural characteristics or cultural heritage;

• exceeded environmental quality standards or limit values;

• intensive land-use; and

• the effects on areas or landscapes which have a recognised national, Community or international protection status**

* it is not mentioned in the directive, but the balance of exposure and benefit from the new infrastructure for each of the

affected groups of users/residents is an important criterion

** also not mentioned in the directive, may be persons with recognised need for protection should be taken into consideration

Source; Emma James and Paul Tomlinson, Significance in Strategic Environmental Assessments of Transport Plans: Findings of a Literature Review  UPR SE/080/04

Client Reference Number TL003830 UNPUBLISHED PROJECT REPORT TRL www.sea-info.net/SCClitreviewv5.doc

Box 3 14: Criteria for determining significance



dealing with them. The baseline preparation may

in fact  be considered as  par t  of  the Scoping

phase, but is practically used in the assessment

and monitoring activities. .

Suff icient information about the current and

likely future state of the environment should be

collected to assess the vulnerability of the area to

environmental impacts and to allow the plan’s or

programme’s effects to be adequately predicted.

I t  should notably include data about land use,

populat ion,  and ecosystems (to k now more on

the interaction between land use and transport,

see a lso the Fact  Sheet  4 .4  on “Land use and

transport integration”) .  Baseline data should,  as

far as possible, be adequately documented and of

known quality, and updated at regular intervals in

accordance with re l iable procedures.  .  Data

avai labi l i ty  may impose constra ints  on the

methods and scope of  the SEA.  However,

developing new databases in the framework of a

s ingle SEA process  may cause delay.   Pract ical

guidel ines therefore include the fol lowing

recommendations:

• make use of available data at a reasonable

cost, acknowledging lack of data and using

methods adapted accordingly (see para-

graph 3.3.3);

• if  this approach is expected to leave too

much uncertainty in the impact assessment,

gather additional baseline data as far as

cost and time allow (and star t as early as

possible);

• where appropriate data are not available, or

cannot be obtained in time, employ simpler

methods to avoid delay ;

• issue recommendations to statistical agen-

cies regarding the optimisation of existing

databases, or setting-up new regular moni-

toring systems, that will  provide baseline

data for future SEAs.

The following principles can help to manage

the col lect ion of  information:  [ f rom the Draf t

Practical Guide to the SEA Directive, ODPM 2004]:

• The information collected should be rele-

vant and appropriate to the spatial scale of

the plan or programme.

• The focus for information collection should

be on (i)  characteristics of the PPP that are

sufficient to identify their key environmen-

tal issues; and on (i i)  aspects upon which

the plan or programme may have a signifi-

cant effect.

• The data and information collected should

be relevant to the SEA objectives and indi-

cators

Baseline information may be both quantitative

and/or qualitative. Quantitative information sets

are usually built up from existing monitoring and

research activities while qualitative information is

l ikely  to be based on judgement .  For  the

purposes of SEA qualitative information needs to

be suppor ted by reasoned evidence.  There are

many sources and forms of information at both

national and European level (see to this extent

the section on the European data sources in the

Fact  Sheet  4 .7  on “Cr i ter ia  and indicators  for

susta inable t ranspor tat ions”)  but  i t  i s  a lso

important to explore different information paths

like:

• Information included in other legislation,

strategies, plans or programmes, which set

the context for plan or programme prepara-

tion (see Box 3-15).

•  Service providers (e.g. Consultation Bodies),

who may be able to provide environmental

data as well as technical advice and infor-

mation.

• Other consultees, including both represen-

tative bodies and members of the public,

who often have a wealth of knowledge and

understanding of the strategy or plan area,

e.g. NGOs, local conservation groups

Not a l l  information may be avai lable

immediately.  The SEA team should consider

whether  improvements are needed to current

information collection to fi l l  existing gaps. Ways

of improving the availabil ity of information can

be included in proposals  for  monitor ing the

implementation of the plan or programme and, in

turn, monitoring information collated during the

implementation of various plans and programmes

has the potent ia l  to be a  valuable source of

baseline information

Practice has demonstrated that even in the

absence of  extensive basel ine data sets,  useful

SEAs (relying mainly on expert judgement) can be

undertaken. Thus, even if the urgency of transport

infrastructure plans does not allow time for extra

data gather ing,  there is  no reason why an SEA

should not be undertaken.

A good example on the categories and type of

data to be col lected to take into account the
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overall  impacts of a transport infrastructure plan

or programme, is provided by the DPSIR (Driving

forces,  Pressures,  States,  Impacts,  Responses)

Model  of  the EEA17 Box 3-16 i l lustrates  the

application of this scheme to the transport sector,

where Responses have been subst i tuted by

examples of mitigation-compensation Measures.

49

17 The causal framework for describing the interactions between socie-

ty and the environment adopted by the European Environment

Agency: driving forces, pressures, states, impacts, responses (exten-

sion of the PSR model developed by OECD).

Definition source:

h t t p : / / re p o r t s . e e a . e u . i n t / S P E 1 9 9 6 1 1 1 3 / e n / p a g e 0 0 5 . h t m l
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Relevant plans, programs or objectives may include

• Land use or spatial plans for areas affected by the plan or programme, including those at different geographical levels (e.g.

Regional Spatial Strategies, Local Development Frameworks and their component documents)•

• European Directives, including the Habitats, Birds, , Air Quality, Water Framework Directives

• International undertakings such as those on greenhouse gases in the Kyoto Protocol

• National  initiatives such as Biodiversity Action Plans

• White Papers setting out policies (e.g. Urban, Rural, Aviation)

• Environmental management and resource plans, e.g. River Basin Management

• Plans, Water Resources Strategies

Source: ODBM 2004

18 UNEP/CBD/COP/7/21/ Annex DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY AT ITS

SEVENTH MEETING: www.biodiv.org/doc/meetings/cop/cop-07/official/cop-07-21-part2-en.pdf
19 with the emission of climate gases normally rerouting is not effective, exceptions are differences in route length of the alternatives and different elevation

profiles

D
Driving
forces are
underlying
factors
influencin
g a variety
of relevant
variables

P
Pressure
indicators
describe the
variables which
directly cause
(or may cause)
environmental
problems

S
State
indicators
show the
current
condition of
the
environment

I
Impact
indicators
describe
the
ultimate
effects of
changes
of state

M
Measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce
and as fully as
possible offset any
significant adverse
effects on the
environment

Biodiversity
Population

Fauna
Flora

Transport

demand

Deterioration of

the living

environment

(dissection or

partial sealing of

habitats, soil,

water, air, noise

etc.)

Number of

(endangered)

species, see

also the

convention on

biological

diversity18

Remaining

habitat

areas

capable of

carrying the

population

with the

existing

biodiversity

Modal

shift,

Emis-

sion

thres-

holds,

speed

limits,

access

res-

triction

s or

pricing,

rerout-

ing19

Compen-

satory

areas,

bridges-

tunnels for

animals,

collection

of eluates,

noise

barriers,

etc…

Human
health

Transport

demand

Number and type

of vehicles

passing by,

emission,

acoustic quality

of the

infrastructure

Persons

affected by a

certain

immission level

Changes of

the

exposure

Noise

barriers

Box 3 15 Relation with other relevant plans and programs and European Directives

Box 3 16: DPSIR approach to evaluate the environmental effects
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Box 3 16: DPSIR approach to evaluate the environmental effects (continued)

D
Driving
forces are
underlying
factors
influencin
g a variety
of relevant
variables

P
Pressure
indicators
describe the
variables which
directly cause
(or may cause)
environmental
problems

S
State
indicators
show the
current
condition of
the
environment

I
Impact
indicators
describe the
ultimate
effects of
changes of
state

M
Measures
envisaged to
prevent, reduce
and as fully as
possible offset
any significant
adverse effects
on the
environment

Soil
Transport

demand

Usage for

infrastructure,

eluates

Soil usability,

geological

parameters,

number of

certain species

per m³

Changes of soil

usability,

geological

parameters,

number of

species 

Collection and

treatment of

eluates, minimise

soil usage

Water
Transport

demand

Usage for

infrastructure,

eluates

Water quality

TOC, COD,

concentration

of toxics…

Deteriorated

water quality

Collection and

treatment of

eluates

Air
Transport

demand

Emissions,

infrastructure as

wind shield

Immission,

exceeding

thresholds

Deteriorated air

quality

(vegetation, allow

air exchange)

Climatic
factors

Transport

demand

Climate gas

emissions, local

albedo and heat

release

Concentration

of green house

gases GHG

Global

warming,

instable climate

Use of Alternative

fuels, reduce

energy demand

Material
assets

Transport

demand

Deconstruction,

vibration, acid

gases

Number and

state

Deterioration of

number and

state of

material assets

Decoupling of

vibrations

Cultural
heritage

including
architectural

and
archaeologic

al heritage

Transport

demand

Sealing,

deconstruction,

vibration, acid

gases

Number and

state, size of

areas where

archaeological

heritage may

be found

Reduction

and/or damage

of (potential)

archaeological

sites

Decoupling of

vibrations

Landscape
Build

Infrastructure Visual quality

Deteriorated

visual quality

Adequate

architecture
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Strategy/Option Description

1
Do-minimum

Committed transport infrastructure schemes; current transport

policies assumed to continue, but without any intensification;

existing policies applied to land-use planning but with a high

priority to economic development opportunities regardless of

location

2
Public transport investment Investment in improving primary rail service speed and frequency

3
Road traffic reduction - parking and trans-

Pennine charging

Halving of parking capacity in urban centres, combined with

parking on all major roads across the Pennines

4
Road traffic reduction - urban road user

charging and trans-Pennine charging

Road user charging in urban areas, with higher charges for urban

centres, combined with charging on all major roads across the

Pennines.

5
Selective road capacity increases

Widening of the following motorways:

M62 M6 to junction with A1

M6 M56 to M58

M1 M18 to M62

M60 Stockport to M62

6
Centralisation of land use development Concentrate new development in major urban areas, particularly in

or near their centres

7
Optimisation of trans Pennine charging Adjustment of charges in Option 2 to maximise benefits in relation

to total costs

8
Optimisation of urban road user charging Adjustment of charges in Option 3 to maximise benefits in relation

to total costs

9
Major road traffic reduction measures Application of high fuel price increases (factor of 10) with trans-

Pennine and urban road user charging as per Option 3

10
Public transport investment with road

traffic reduction measures

Combination of an enhanced Option 1 with Option 7 and 8, plus

testing of assumptions about the impact of potential changes in

attitude to car alternatives. Land-use policy a more intense version

of that for Option 6

Source: MVA, ERM, David Simmonds Consultancy - Bina 2001

Box 3 17: policy and infrastructure options of the UK Trans-Pennine Corridor study
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SEA Objective
Option A Option B

Performance Commentary/
explanation

Performance Commentary/
explanation

SEA Objective 1

SEA Objective 2

SEA Objective 3

...

SEA Objective n

Additional
comments

Key for performance:

+ positive - negative 0 neutral ? uncertain

+ minor, ++ major

A distinction could also be made between short, medium and long term, if appropriate

SEA Objectives Strategic options or policies

A B C D

Conserve and
enhance

biodiversity
- - 0 ++

Maintain and
enhance the air

quality
- - + 0

Minimise land
use

++ + - -

Minimise
impact on
protected

areas

++ - - +

Reduce of
noise impact

+ + ? 0

...

Proposed
changes to the

strategic
options

(mitigation
measures)

+ - ++
?

Table 3 2  Assessment of alternatives against SEA objectives

Table 3 3: Example of impact matrix (environmental objectives)



Ap praising strategic alternatives

Here again,  the relevant speci f icat ions have

been provided in the scoping chapter,  where a

detailed l ist of indicators categories to evaluate

the di f ferent  plan and programme alternat ives

from the environmental point of view has been

laid out. The attention should now focus on two

impor tant  issues :  ( i )  the integrat ion of  the

different types of analysis generally carried out to

appraise the a l ternat ives (economic,  technical

and environmental)  and ( i i )  the way to identify

and compare alternatives.  More information on

the selection of alternatives (and on the transport

demand forecast methods) is provided in the Fact

Sheet 4.5 on “Project alternatives and forecasting

methods”

The integration of different analyses needs to

be managed carefully.  For example,  in terms of

the ident i f icat ion,  analys is  and select ion of

alternatives, one should pay particular attention

to the order  in  which they are subject  to the

different analyses. This has crucial implications for

the overall  outcome of the appraisal.  For example,

if  in the first instance only economic and financial

impl icat ions are considered,  there is  a  r isk  to

screen out options which are desirable from an

environmental/sustainabil ity point of view [Bina

2001]. As a matter of example box 3.17 shows the

list of various policy options considered in the UK

Trans-Pennine Corridor study.

In this case,  consideration of the economic

and f inancia l  feas ibi l i ty  together  with

infrastructure per formance against  overal l

objectives (steps 5 and 1) acted as the first “f i lter ”.

In par ticular,  Option 5 (Selective Road Capacity

Increases) ,  when tested us ing the transpor t

model  developed for  the study,  was found to

per form poorly in relation to economic objectives

s ince i t  had l i t t le  ef fect  on traf f ic  f lows and

journey time. Given its poor per formance in this

respect and that it would certainly not give r ise to

any environmental  benef i ts ,  i t  was scoped out

and not taken forward for full  assessment against

the environmental objectives set for the study.

The lesson learned from this study is that the

greatest  benef i ts  are to be obtained by the

consideration of both infrastructure and policy-

type a l ternat ives :  co- ordinat ing (and poss ibly

integrat ing)  the socio- economic,  economic,

transport and environmental assessments enables

alternatives to be identified which are desirable

from a number of perspectives, and are able to

meet more than one type of objective ( i .e.  not

only a str ictly environmental one).

As a  general  rule  a l ternat ives should be

identified bearing in mind the overall  objectives

which have been set for the transport corridor -

these wi l l  normal ly  include a mixture of

environmental,  socio-economic and transport led

objectives.  Indirect ,  unwanted effects -  such as

e.g.  possible “rebound” increases in traff ic  (and

congest ion)  fo l lowing the avai labi l i ty  of  new

infrastructure -  can thus be included in the

analysis.  Table 3.2 shows how alternatives can be

assessed against SEA objectives.

The effects of a plan or programme can only

be understood by comparing it with alternative

options.  Alternatives should be compared with

each other  and with “business  as  usual ” ( “do

nothing”,  “minimum/zero opt ions”)  opt ion.  A

business-as-usual  scenar io plays  an impor tant

role in decis ion-mak ing s ince i t  provides the

baseline against which to compare the effects of

a l ternat ives and wi l l  h ighl ight  the

environmental/susta inabi l i ty  impl icat ions of  a

lack of  act ion on strategic  pol ic y and

infrastructure options. In the Danube corridor, for

example,  the Austr ian consultants  highl ighted

that  a  key benef i t  of  this  is  ra is ing awareness

amongst  t ranspor t  planners  and government

decis ion makers  on what the l ikely  impact  of

doing nothing would be.  This  was par t icular ly

relevant because there is sti l l  some resistance to a

move to more sustainable transport planning.

The alternatives can then be compared with

the predicted implementation of the current or

exist ing plan,  to show what would happen

without the new plan or  programme.  A

comparison of this can then be made with current

environmental  condit ions to show which

alternat ives would improve or  worsen current

conditions. There is no one “correct” comparison:

different comparisons will  reveal different points,

and more than one can be s igni f icant .

Alternatives put for ward should be reasonable,

realistic and relevant. Alternatives should also be

suff ic ient ly  dist inct  in  order  to highl ight  the

different environmental implications of each, so

that meaningful comparisons can be made at a

strategic level

An important alternative to consider is often

the so called “obviation” option (see also Section

2,  paragraph 2.2.3) .  In many cases obviat ion of

demand is  environmental ly  and socia l ly  better

than providing for  demand or  rat ioning

consumption through price or l imited capacity. A
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typical  case of  obviat ion a l ternat ive is  for

example to improve local  amenities or ser vices

(homeworking, information technology) in order

to reduce the travell ing demand.

Final ly  i t  i s  impor tant  to stress  that

consultation and participation with stakeholders

is  again of  great  impor tance at  this  stage in

planning and assessment. Open discussion about

the alternatives which should be considered, as

well as those which are l ikely to be scoped out

following preliminary consideration, will  help to

identify realistic options, and reduce conflict at a

later stage.

Assessing the effec ts  of  the plan or

programme

The assessment stage in SEA wi l l  var y

significantly from case to case, depending on the

nature of  the strategic  in i t iat ive under

assessment. Responsible Authorities should seek

to predict and evaluate the effects of elements of

the evolv ing plan or  programme,  including

alternat ives,  whi le  they are work ing on them.

Where adverse ef fects  are seen to be l ikely,

possibil it ies for mitigation should be considered.

Aspects of this Stage of analysis may need to be

carr ied out more than once in the course of  a

plan’s or programme’s development.

One of  the most  common,  and inf luent ia l ,

types of assessment is that which carr ies out a

consistency analysis between the broad strategic

pol ic ies  or  measures being proposed and the

environmental  (and susta inabi l i ty)  object ives

agreed during scoping. This takes the form of a

s imple impact  matr ix  and provides a  quick

indication of the problematic areas to decision-

makers.

Impact  matr ices can be used as  a  bas is  for

discussion,  either between exper ts  or  with the

public,  about the impacts of  a strategic act ion

and possible mit igation measures.  They can be

used as  a  presentat ion tool  to summar ise the

results of more detailed studies about a strategic

action’s impacts20.  Table 3.3 shows the simplest

use of an impact matrix to identify and mitigate

the impact  of  var ious sub- components  of  a

strategic action.

I f  the proposal  i s  detai led enough,  the

assessment wi l l  a lso include a detai led set  of

matrices which may use indicators and targets in

assess ing the environmental  ef fects  of  the

di f ferent  a l ternat ives (see a lso table 3 .1  at

paragraph 3.2.4).  This can be accompanied by the

use of GIS to provide a geographical i l lustration

of certain effects, for example, on land and nature

(see a lso the Fact  Sheet  4 .1  on the impact

assessment tool ) .  Final ly,  i f  the proposal  i s

ef fect ively  a  combinat ion of  major  projects ,

which entai ls  a high level  of  detai l  in terms of

what is being proposed and where, SEA can make

use of more detailed modelling. Boxes 3.19 and 3.

20 in the following paragraph are an example of

this type of level type.

3.3.3 Tools and techniques

Impact prediction, evaluation and description

in SEA have to be car r ied out  mak ing use of

specif ic  techniques and tools.  Techniques used

for the evaluation of the environmental  effects

are positioned between projects EIA and policy

evaluation21.  The SEA Directive asks for current

k nowledge to be employed.  Thus current  SEA

practice22-23-24 and other examples of evaluating

environmental effects may be used as reference:

• GOMMS-WEBTAG www.webtag.org.uk

• Nether lands Second Transpor t  Structure

Plan (STSP)
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20  Thérivel, 2004

21 European Conference of Ministers of Transport- Strategic

Environmental Assessment in the Transport Sector 1998

22 Barry Dalal-Clayton and Barry Sadler Strategic Environmental

Assessment (SEA): A sourcebook and reference guide on internatio-

nal experience. Final pre-publication draft 13 October 2004

http://www.iied.org/spa/sea.html
23 Are we moving in the right direction? Indicators on transport and

environmental integration in the EU: TERM 2000 Environmental issue

report No 12

http://reports.eea.eu.int/ENVISSUENo12/en/page036.html
24 SEA-reports by country: http://www.onlinelearning.unu.edu/sea-

version1/Resources/Reports/Sector/SEAreports%20by%20sector.htm



• FITP Germany25

• The Transport Agencies´ National Transport

Planning Process Norway26

• France: Intermodal proposal for the A7/A9

route

• United K ingdom: sett ing for th-strategic

assessment

General ly  speak ing,  whi le in project EIA the

more detai led and comprehensive the

assessment, the better,  this is not the case of a

SEA.  A typical  st rategic  act ion may cover

thousands of  hectares,  lead to hundreds of

projects  and last  ten years  or  more.  Moreover,

both the t ime avai lable and the f inancia l

resources a l located to car r y  out  a  SEA are

general ly  rather  l imited.  So,  in  these

circumstances (large area, l ittle/aggregated data,

l imited t ime,  high uncer ta inty)  the tools  must

ful f i l  some key requirements [R ik i  Ther ivel  and

Graham Wood 2005].

Typology of SEA tools

Tools  and methods used in SEA must  f i t  a

number of  requirements (apar t  f rom being

comprehensive and detailed) They should27:

• have low requirements regarding expertise

of users

•  not need further collection of primary data

– being based on good data – using statisti-

cally efficient parameter estimation

• reflect the causal process in a comprehensi-

ve way– including “issues such as biodiversi-

ty, population, human health, fauna, f lora,

soi l ,  water,  a i r,  c l imatic factors,  mater ial

assets, cultural heritage including architec-

tural and archaeological heritage, landsca-

pe and the interrelationship between the

above factors”

• be discriminative, differentiating into plan

or programme related and other impacts

• include sufficient Time and spatial dimen-

s ion accounting for  future or  distant

Impacts

• be commensurate and quantifiable indica-

tors having reasonable elasticity

• employ credible and repl icable methods

and models accounting for uncer tainties

which can be validated and calibrated to

different situations

• produce aggregated and communicable

results comparing also to the do nothing

scenario

A  s p e c i a l  a t t e n t i o n  t o  t h e  t ra n s b o u n d a r y

issues

Transborder plans require more attention on

the 

•  coupling of scenarios/alternatives

• consolidation of the indicators sets and the

weighting

• common objective functions and exposure

thresholds

• trans-border data merging/preparation

• coupl ing of  nat ional  demand s imulat ion

models

Also the scales  for  the indicators  and the

object ive funct ion in general  may be on the

agenda for  t rans-nat ional  projects .  Relat ive

biodivers ity  for  example should be def ined for

different ecosystems.

Box 3-19 shows a possible assessment process

that star ts from the consolidation and weighting

of the indicator set analysed in the scoping phase

and ends with the final reporting, communication

and decision tak ing activities.
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25 Planungsgruppe Ökologie und Umwelt, IPU Ingeneiurbüro für

Planung und Umwelt Umweltrisikoeinschätzung (URE) von

Projekten zum BVWP 2003 Zusammenfassender Bericht
26 Inger-Anne Ravlum  NORWAY • INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT ECONO-

MICS Comprehensive, common and transparent? The Transport

Agencies´ National Transport Planning Process Series: TØI report

488/2000
27 Source: Minken Harald Institute of Transport Economics Oslo et al,

Developing Sustainable Urban Land Use and Transport Strategies –

A Methodological Guidebook, Prospects Procedures for recommen-

ding Optimal Sustainable Planning of European City Transport

Systems 2003 p. 68



The set  of  tools  required to car r y  out  the

entire process (no single, comprehensive tool is

available to cover the whole assessment process )

are outlined in box 3-12. Each of the tools l isted

in box 3-20 is associated to a specific step of the

assessment process via a colour code and a letter.  

The Fact  Sheet  4 .1  on “ Impact  Assessment

Tools” descr ibes in detai l  each of  this  tools ,

providing for each of them a short description,

strengths and weak features,  appl icat ions,

examples and suppliers.  

3.3.4 Fur ther reading

• Commented SEA directive: Implementation

of directive e2001/42/EC in the assessment

of the effects of certain plans and program-

mes on the environment :

http://europa.eu. int/comm/environment/ei

a/030923_sea_guidance.pdf 

• British Office of the Deputy Prime Minister

and the Scott ish Execut ive,  the Welsh

Assembly Government and the N. I reland

Department of the Environment, July 2004:

Draft Practical Guide to the SEA Directive

2001/42/EC

• May et .  a l . ,  Decis ion Makers Guidebook :
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In order to avoid a negative attitude of the proponents towards the other assessment it is recommended to conduct a joint

assessment. This requires a:

Coupling of scenarios/alternatives

- Transboundary plans have to be coupled to form a reasonable network, this refers to the space and time domain i.e. tracks

have to be linked and are fully effective only after they connect with each other.

Consolidation of the indicators sets and the weighting

- in a trans boundary approach different cultures are facing each other. Before commencing it is useful to define a common

evaluation framework. If this does not seem to be possible tools might be used to use different weights to see how stable the

results are. This might save time which would have been spend on mediation before having real results as basis for discus-

sion.

Common objective functions and exposure thresholds

- starting with environmental targets the objective functions define the relationship between the effects and the final indica-

tors. Exposure thresholds reflect the national legislation but may rely on WHO or European limits. Mediation may be neces-

sary if special protection is given to parts of the population or cultural heritage.

Trans-border data merging/preparation

- Transboundary plan or programmes may be assessed only once by the two or more parties to save money but all of them

should provide national data in an appropriate format.

Coupling of national simulation models

- Transboundary infrastructure eases problems in transboundary transport and iterates the demand in the supranational

network. If there are more connecting points and modes involved the national models should be coupled. 

Box 3 18: Special attention in transboundary PP
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Developing Sustainable Urban Land Use

and Transpor t  Strategies  PROSPEC TS

(Procedures for  Recommending O ptimal

Sustainable Planning of  European City

Transport Systems) 2003

http://www.ivv.tuwien.ac.at/

projects/prospects/Del iverables/pr_del15d

mgen.pdf

• European Conference of  Ministers  of

Transpor t-  Strategic  Environmental

Assessment in the Transport Sector 1998

• Barr y  Dala l -Clayton and Barr y  Sadler

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA):

A sourcebook and reference

• Guide on internat ional  exper ience.  Final
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28 P Bakker, P Mijjer, Hague Consulting Group, The Netherlands; Updating the Netherlands national model Summary Advice on Modelling TAG Unit 2.4

http://www.webtag.org.uk/webdocuments/2_Project_Manager/4_Summary_Advice_on_Modelling/

Tool Usage Comments

Cause effect modelling B For non standard applications, cleansing of the

indicator framework etc.

Screening  - Ecological Risk Assessment

Tools

C If further developed may be serving as basis for

simplified SEA

Transport Forecast Models D The crucial point for realistic impact quantification

Coupled land use/transport models E Just in its infancies but indispensable for long term

plans and programmes

Air/Water quality/noise modelling and

population exposure tools

F Gaining ground with increased computer

performance and existence of digital terrain models

(DTM) and GIS in general.

Cost benefit Analysis G More pre-SEA if more focus on economy and less on

environment

Life cycle assessment F

For non standard applications with high energy

investment in infrastructure and low infrastructure

usage, normally dispensable

Intelligent GIS A E H

May be the repository for a complete SEA but not

necessarily - the more complex the simulation the

less likely is that the complete SEA is based on a GIS

system. On the other hand existing trans-border GIS

supports the use of a GIS basis.

Decision support tools G Indispensable to incorporate non quantifiable

impacts

Information Sharing, Group decision

taking and Public involvement tools H

Big asset but requires a clear vision to involve the

public on a high level - must be accompanied by

measures for computer illiterate citizens

Backcasting, Scenario

techniques/Delphi, Multi Objective

Optimization

I

Depending on the type of plan/programme either

creativity techniques to define alternatives or an

integrated modelling approach (trip generation, trip

distribution, modal split, route choice)28 is suitable.

Box 3 20: Tools used in the assessment process



pre -publ icat ion draf t  13 October  2004

http://www.iied.org/spa/sea.html

• Are we moving in the r ight  di rect ion?

Indicators on transport and environmental

integrat ion in the EU:  TERM 2000

Environmental  i ssue repor t  No 12

http://reports.eea.eu.int/ENVISSUENo12/en/

page036.html

• SEA-reports by country http://www.online-

learning.unu.edu/seaversion1/Resources/Re

ports/Sector/SEAreports%20by%20sector.ht

ml

• Planungsgruppe Ökologie und Umwelt,  IPU

Ingeneiurbüro für  Planung und Umwelt

Umweltr is ikoeinschätzung (URE)  von

Projekten zum BV WP 2003

Zusammenfassender Bericht

• Inger-Anne Ravlum NORWAY • INSTITUTE OF

TRANSPORT ECONOMICS Comprehensive,

common and transparent? The Transpor t

Agencies´  Nat ional  Transpor t  Planning

Process Series: TØI report 488/2000

• DE JONG et .  a l  RAND Europe,  The

Specification of Logistics in the Norwegian

and Swedish Nat ional  Freight  Model

Systems Model scope, structure and imple-

mentation plan TR-225-SIKA Project 04074

November 2004 http://www.s ik a-

inst i tute.se/utgivning/model ler_speci f ica-

tion_of_logistics.pdf

• Munasinghe Mohan, Understanding the cli-

mate – development nexus :  Us ing the

Sustainomics f ramework –

Intergovernmental  Panel  on Cl imate

Change Geneva

• Lohani et.  Al Asian development bank 1997

Environmental  Impact  Assessment for

Developing Countries in Asia

• Minken Harald Inst i tute of  Transpor t

Economics Oslo et  a l ,  Developing

Sustainable Urban Land Use and Transport

Strategies – A Methodological Guidebook,

Prospects  Procedures for  recommending

Optimal Sustainable Planning of European

City Transport Systems 2003 p. 68

•  Thérivel R.  2004: Strategic Environmental

Assessment in Action. Earthscan, London

• Schmidt M. Joao E. ,  Albrecht A (editors).

Implementation of strategic environmental

assessment. (Springer 2005)

3.4. REVIEW

3.4.1 Purpose

The main purpose of  the review step is  to

confer  SEA a qual i ty  check and safeguard i ts

ef fect iveness,  adequac y and cont inuing

suitabil ity.

The purpose of the review is to evaluate the

positive and negative aspects of the framework

for sustainability and the final draft of the plan or

programme.

For environmental  author it ies,  as wel l  as for

bodies with environmental  responsibi l i t ies  and

expertise, and for the public, the review gives an

oppor tunity  to comment and ref lect  on the

results and activities of the SEA. 

The report review (see also Section 2) should

ensure that ,  at  the ver y least ,  the fol lowing

questions are fully answered (see table 3-4):

• Does the SEA report address the issues rai-

sed in the scoping report?

• Does the SEA report show if the goals and

environmental strategy are fulfi l led?

• Is the SEA report user-fr iendly and unbia-

sed?

• Does the non-technical  summar y fa i r ly

reflect the full  SEA report?

• Are all  the relevant issues, including alter-

natives, discussed and analysed?

• Are the forecasts  and the associated

methods presented clearly?

• Are the results of consultation duly taken

on board?

3.4.2 How to review

When:

The review should be planned as ear ly as in

the SEA scoping phase.  Major  mi lestones and

fol low-ups ( l ike act iv i t ies  and their  ef fects)

should be ident i f ied,  and responsibi l i t ies

accordingly assigned.

When defining the environmental strategy and

goals,  the review cr iter ia should also be set in

order to achieve consensus.
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Who:

The review must  be per formed by

independent experts.  

Those who are responsible for the plan should

also make sure that a review is per formed and the

result is communicated to relevant parties.

I f  the environmental  impacts  of  the plan

direct ly  af fect  other  countr ies,  the re levant

authorities therefore shall be involved in the SEA

definition phase and in the review phase.

Methods:

In order to ensure objectivity in the SEA report

review, one of the fol lowing cr iter ia should be

employed:

• Use of review criteria defined at the scoping

phase

• Setting up an independent review body,

possibly tak ing into account pre-defined

profiles regarding for example knowledge,

experience, responsibil ity and authority for

those who review the SEA report

• Make the SEA report result public

I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m a y  b e

considered:

• Action-specific scoping guidelines, where

they are prepared, provide a valuable chec-

k list for review. 

• Results from existing EIA and their reviews

(on project level) may serve as an important

source of knowledge for the SEA.

• Compar ison with commonly and legal ly

accepted rules.

• Review groups involving responsible autho-

rity, other environmental authorities, envi-

ronmental  organisat ions,  environmental

professionals (consultants) and the public.

• Use of a panel of experts.

• Comparison with national/global environ-

mental guidelines and targets,  strategies

and environmental objectives.

Impor tant

• Be sure to involve all  relevant parties in the

review. 

• Bodies and individuals involved in commen-

ting the SEA report must be given a copy of

the report and be allowed reasonable time

to respond.

• From the review it should be possible to

read the plan’s  content/meaning and

impacts without problems.

• Make sure that the review is objective and

that the results are made public.

• The various comments arising from reviews

of the SEA report by consultants and by the

publ ic  should be placed in the publ ic

domain.

• Consider the follow-ups and criteria already

in the scooping in order to be able to make

a useful review.

• Make it possible to use the review result as

input to other SEA and other relevant envi-

ronmental  act iv i t ies  ( legis lat ion,  recom-

mendations, guidelines etc.) .

3.4.3  Fur ther reading

• Environmental  assessment of  plan and

Programmes, Nordic experiences in relation

to the implementation of the EU directive

2001/41/EC, NORDREGIO 2003

• Regional  Workshop Review,  Szentendre,

May 2001, SEA activities, the regional envi-

ronmental Centre for central and eastern

Europe

• Strategic Environment Assessment in South

Africa, 2000, ISBN–0–621-29925-1

• Impel Project: Implementing ar ticle 10 of

the SEA, Directive 2001/42/EC

• www.unece.org/env/eia/eialinks.html

• European Commission, 1994a. EIA Review

Checklist.  Directorate-General XI ,  Brussels.

( This is an easy-to-use guide, which con-

tains a comprehensive set of review criteria.

I t is adaptable to apply to SEA reports as

well as EIA reports.)

• Lee, N. and Colley, R. ,  1992. Reviewing the

Qual i ty  of  Environmental  Statements.

Occasional  Paper  24 ,  Depar tment of
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Planning and Landscape,  Univers i ty  of

Manchester,  2nd edition.

• Using the results,  Review 52, Manual on

Strategic  Environmental  Assessment of

Transport Infrastructure Plans ( This publica-

tion contains review criteria which enable a

judgement to be made about the overall

quality of the SEA report.  The criteria were

designed for EIA reports, but can be adap-

ted to be used for SEA reports.)

• Integrat ion into planning and decis ion-

mak ing 53,  Manual  on Strategic

Environmental  Assessment of  Transpor t

Infrastructure Plans
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The SEA of the Italian High Speed Railway Milan-Bologna was reviewed and evaluated by the EIA Commission of the Ministry

of Environment. The Commission approved the SEA upon the condition that certain requirements would be included in the

detailed project design. These were specific requirements derived from the SEA report. They included noise barriers, measures to

mitigate or compensate ecological impacts, as well as project issues, such as route selection, viaducts, hydraulics, construction

sites, monitoring, project costs and construction management.

Criterion Relevant
(Yes/No)

Judgement
(qualitative

ranking)
Comment

Has information and analysis been offered to support

all conclusions drawn?

Has information and analysis been presented so as to

be comprehensible to the non-specialist, using maps,

tables and graphical material as appropriate?

Are all the important data and results discussed in an

integrated fashion within the information?

Has superfluous information (i.e. information not

needed for the decision) been avoided?

Have prominence and emphasis been given to severe

adverse impacts, to substantial environmental benefits,

and to controversial issues?

Is the information objective?

Has been different alternatives (including the "non"-

scenario) been analysed and compared?

Have the remarks provided by external authorities and

general public been taken into account

Source: European Commission, 1994a

Box 3 21. Review of the Italian HSR Milan-Bologna SEA report

Table 3 4. Review criteria for presentation of information in an SEA report



3.5. IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING

The SEA process  should be l inked with plan

implementat ion,  to  ensure  that  i ts  ef fects  are

monitored and to enforce and adjust  the decis ion

where necessary. Read this chapter to discover how

this can be done.

3.5.1 Purpose

According to ar t ic le  10 of  Direct ive

42/2001/EC,  “Member States  shal l  monitor  the

signi f icant  environmental  ef fects  of  the

implementat ion of  plans and programmes in

order,  inter  a l ia ,  to ident i fy  at  an ear ly  stage

unforeseen adverse ef fects ,  and to be able to

under take appropr iate remedial  act ion”.

Monitor ing can be descr ibed as  an act iv i ty  of

following the development of the parameters of

concern in magnitude, space and time. 

Implementation and monitor ing phases may

determine, among others:

• SEA / EIA screening criteria for decisions at

lower tiers.  For example, when a SEA provi-

des insufficient guidance for fur ther plan-

ning, an EIA may be required for the detai-

led design stage (which would not normally

be necessary).

• Guidance for scoping at lower tiers,  inclu-

ding the weights  that  cer ta in impacts

should have in plan development, and how

mit igat ion should be ensured.   Speci f ic

environmental  indicators  may be highl i -

ghted (for example visibil ity and noise) also

to be a follow-up as a part of the approved

transport infrastructure plan.

• How the administrat ions responsible for

implementation should report to the higher

tier administrations on the implementation

of the environmental action and monitoring

plan.

How the impacts  ar is ing dur ing and af ter

construction works are monitored and reported,

the role of consultants and the public,  and the

actions that should be taken if  the impacts are

different from those forecast in the SEA report .

The indicators chosen should be those already

being monitored but ,  where necessar y,

additional,  easily monitored, indicators may need

to be selected. These should be meaningful and

appropr iate for  the level  of  decis ion-mak ing

involved (national or local) .  An example from the

High Speed Railway, Milan – Bologna is presented

in Box 3-22. Some of these actions may also be

par t  of  lower-t ier  environmental  act ion and

monitoring plans, if  they are not already included

at this level.

In the case of the I talian High Speed Railway,

Mi lan-Bologna,  the E IA Commiss ion of  the

Ministr y of  the Environment evaluated the SEA

prepared at  the basic  engineer ing level .  The

evaluation stated that environmental monitoring

was mandator y dur ing implementat ion.

Environmental  monitor ing both in the

construction and operation phases proved ver y

useful  in negotiat ions with local  author it ies to

obtain bui lding permits .  The local  author i t ies

considered monitoring as a guarantee of avoiding

damage to the environment .  Munic ipal i t ies

showed a more positive attitude when they knew

that the environmental impacts were going to be

monitored,  and that  there would be a  bank-

guaranteed fund to pay for corrective measures if

they proved necessary.

3.5.2 How to monitor

When

The environmental monitoring and action plan

is preferably specif ied ( i f  only as a prel iminar y,

high level  out l ine)  dur ing the scoping phase.

Once a t ranspor t  infrastructure plan has been

formally approved, it is normally implemented. I t

forms a f ramework for  fur ther  ( lower t ier )

planning and decision-making, and eventually for

projects .  The impacts  at  project  level  can be

influenced by the original transport infrastructure

plan. I t can do so not only by choosing strategic

alternatives for the transport infrastructure, but

also by ensur ing that ,  dur ing implementat ion,

environmental  impacts are accounted for in an

appropriate manner. 

This  involves the formulat ion of  an

environmental action and monitoring plan. This

should be developed during the SEA process and

included in the SEA report (see Section 2) .  The

environmental action and monitoring plan should

make explicit reference to all  the environmentally

s igni f icant  object ives of  the t ranspor t

infrastructure plan. 

Decis ion-makers  should adopt the

environmental action and monitor ing plan as a

pre - condit ion for  the approval  of  t ranspor t
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infrastructure plans, to reduce the uncertainties

that exist at the time of approval.

I t can do so by :

• checking the implementation of the tran-

spor t  infrastructure plan and indicat ing

where the plan needs to be adjusted; 

• ensuring that appropriate corrective actions

will  be taken in the case of unexpected

impacts or aberrations;

allowing the 'strategic' decision-makers the

oppor tunity to ver i fy  whether lower-t ier

plans,  prepared and approved at  other

levels of administration, comply with the

environmental action and monitoring plan.

Who

Ar t ic le  10 of  the SEA direct ive does not

determine which authority or body is responsible

for monitor ing.  This  depends on the individual

s i tuat ion,  notably  in  regard  to the respect ive

administrat ive system and structure.  A

monitor ing group can be establ ished with

representat ives of  the concerned bodies,

authorities or organisations. 

When designing a monitor ing f ramework ,  i t

has to be decided whether the tasks should be

per formed by the same author i ty/body or  by

different authorities/bodies. I t is also necessary to

determine the re lat ionship between the

authority/authorit ies responsible for monitoring

or several  monitor ing tasks  and the planning

authority. I t may even be appropriate to involve

private organisations in the activities connected

with the collection of environmental data.

I t is important to determine roles that should

initiate, maintain and report the monitoring plan.

These role descr ipt ions should preferably  be

incorporated in the description of the SEA. 

Monitor ing ar rangements may cover  several

plans,  e.g. ,  within the same thematic categor y,

spat ia l  boundar y or  on di f ferent  levels  in  the

planning hierarchy. To facil itate a more coherent

and col laborat ive approach to monitor ing,

shar ing and disseminat ion of  data is  to be

encouraged. 

Monitor ing should provide a feedback

mechanism, l ink ing with the baseline to inform

the next plan and its assessment, and identifying

gaps or  inaccuracies in assessment to improve

the quality of future assessment.

How

The procedure of monitoring may be split into

several  tasks,  compr is ing the col lect ion of

environmental  information,  the process ing of

information and the interpretation or evaluation

of this information.

S igni f icant  environmental  ef fects  can be

monitored directly and/or indirectly.  Monitoring

may be integrated in the planning c ycle and

coincide with the regular  revis ion of  a  plan or

programme.

Appropr iate monitor ing procedures need to

be considered and repor ted for each plan.  The

scope, depth and way of monitoring depend very

much on the characteristics of each type of plan

or programme. Art.  10 leaves flexibil ity to develop

flexible and individual solutions adapted to the

respective type of plan or programme. 

New or separate monitoring for each plan will

not always be necessary. Plan makers may draw

upon exist ing monitor ing ar rangements to

compile  the necessar y information,  avoiding

duplication of effort.

Monitor ing is  c losely  l inked with the

environmental report which has to be prepared
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In the case of the Italian High Speed Railway, Milan-Bologna, the EIA Commission of the Ministry of the Environment evaluated

the SEA prepared at the basic engineering level. The evaluation stated that environmental monitoring was mandatory during

implementation. Environmental monitoring both in the construction and operation phases proved very useful in negotiations with

local authorities to obtain building permits. The local authorities considered monitoring as a guarantee of avoiding damage to the

environment. Municipalities showed a more positive attitude when they knew that the environmental impacts were going to be

monitored, and that there would be a bank-guaranteed fund to pay for corrective measures if they proved necessary.

Box 3 22: Monitoring and implementation of the Italian HSR, Milan-Bologna
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In The Netherlands, the Transport Structure Plan 2 has an associated yearly monitoring programme, which is used to feed back

into the policy process (adjusting the TSP-2). The following indicators are monitored at national level:

'Liveability'

• emissions by traffic

• noise nuisance

• number of casualties (dead / wounded / hospitalised)

• severance

• shipping accidents

'Mainport' strategy (related to major international transport ports (e.g. Port of Rotterdam)

• air passengers and freight, modal split to and from international airports

Competitive transport

• freight traffic market shares (road, inland shipping, marine, ports)

Selective accessibility in a sustainable society

• frequency of congestion

• support for the Transport Structure Plan 2 and awareness of its targets

Reduction of growth and distribution of road traffic

• municipalities with an active parking policy

• occupancy rate of personal cars kilometres of bicycle tracks

• passenger-kilometres by public transport

• lorry-kilometres

• inter-modal traffic

Freight transport

• volume of rail freight transport, volume of inland shipping, volume of short-distance sea container traffic

Individual mobility

• traffic management

• relative travel times by private car and by public transport

• trains with delays

• profitability of city and regional bus transport

Quantitative policy targets are set for these indicators, based on a general assessment (including an environmental

assessment). If the targets are reached too slowly, the policies are adjusted. This results in continuous improvement of policy in

relation to transport, which also has repercussions for infrastructure planning. On the other hand, transport infrastructure

planning itself is driven more by discussions about irreversible impacts than by the impacts which can be abated by adjusting

transport and environmental policy.

Source: Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Waterways, 1997.

Box 3 23: Network-wide monitoring in The Netherlands



according to ar t 5.  of the SEA directive. To this

end the environmental report should provide the

basel ine environmental  information that  is

re levant  for  monitor ing the s igni f icant

environmental effects of plans and programmes.

Finally it is worth noting that the SEA Directive

requires  that  a  descr ipt ion of  the monitor ing

measures must  be contained in the

environmental  repor t  and made publ ic ly

avai lable.  The monitor ing measures and their

results have to be made available on request29.

Correc tive ac tions

Correct ive act ions can be in i t iated for

improving monitored environmental  impacts

af ter  the construct ion of  the t ranspor t

infrastructure,  t r y ing to mit igate,  at  least ,  the

pressures on the environment caused by traff ic

( impacts  which are caused by the physical

presence of  the infrastructure are of ten

ir revers ible af ter  the construct ion of  the

infrastructure i tsel f ) .  Appropr iate correct ive

action following the construction phase may be,

for instance:

• Action specific to the planned infrastructu-

re connections: speeds, mitigation measu-

res such as noise barriers,  and traffic mana-

gement. (the need for such action can be

identified in the SEAs for the connections.) ;

• Action related to more general transport

policy, environmental policy (emission stan-

dards),  spatial policy, or f iscal policy, which

affects the whole infrastructure network ,

including the existing connections.

In  order  to ident i fy  the most  appropr iate

correct ive act ion,  monitor ing of  the ef fects

following construction should therefore be part

of  a network-wide monitor ing programme, and

corrective action should generally be developed

at network scale rather than at the connection

level.  In this way, for example, it is possible to set

priorities between different 'black spot' location

solut ions by,  for  example,  construct ion of  new

infrastructure,  or  decommiss ioning of  ex ist ing

infrastructure.  An example of  network-wide

monitoring in The Netherlands is shown in Box 3-

15.

Methods

Monitor ing in a  SEA context  should be

organised at network level so that actions that are

likely to have effects on the whole network , such

as setting emission standards, decommissioning

infrastructure or constructing new infrastructure,

can be taken.

Pre-existing monitoring arrangements may be

used i f  appropr iate,  with a  v iew to avoiding

duplicat ion of  monitor ing.  This  means that the

information on the ef fects  of  plans and

programmes does not  have to be col lected

specifically for this purpose, but other sources of

information can be used.

The SEA Direct ive does not  contain any

speci f ic  requirements for  what concerns the

monitor ing methods l ike use of  common or

minimum standards,  nor  the f requenc y of

monitor ing.  The appropr iate standards and

inter vals  should be examined careful ly  in  the

design of  the monitor ing scheme and,  in

particular :

• there should be standards and def ined

methods on how to communicate and pre-

sent the monitoring results;

• the monitoring should be l inked with plan

implementation in order to safeguard that

its effects are monitored and to enforce and

adjust decisions when necessary ;

• the monitoring can be adjusted as the plan

develops. 

A key task is the appropriate selection and use

of indicators to ensure an effective and sufficient

monitor ing.  Indicators  may of ten be used for

monitor ing of  environmental  ef fects  of  the

implementation of plans and programmes. To this

end i t  should be wor th consider ing a speci f ic

authority or body to be responsible for cer tain

tasks of monitoring in order to avoid duplication

of effor ts by multiple authorit ies and to ensure

some common or minimum standards.  Such an

author ity could for  example be responsible for

the selection of indicators.

The OECD has developed a framework for the

work with indicators  which consists  of  three

components: pressure indicators, state indicators

and response indicators  Another  example of
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29  Council Directive 90/313/EEC of 7.June 1990 on the freedom of

access to information on the environment, OJ L 158 23.06.1990, p.56.



methodological background can be given by the

DPSIR30 -scheme developed by the EEA31 (see also

box 3-9 of paragraph 3.3.2.) which uses a cause-

effect-approach. Even though originally designed

for  use in pol ic y-mak ing,  the di f ferent  aspects

addressed therein are a lso of  re levance for

monitoring environmental effects in the context

of plans or programmes. The indicators used in

the DPSIR approach aim at detecting problems in

the current situation and near future, f inding out

what the current s ituat ion is  and compar ing it

with earlier monitoring results.  

In conclusion

• Use relevant indicators to detect and mea-

sure changes in environment

• Use monitoring results and the analysis of

them, as input to other SEAs.

• Arrangement for transboundary consulta-

tion may also address monitoring.

• Use updated information

• Have an updated summary of the monito-

r ing status prepared for  author it ies and

decision makers

• Audit the effectiveness of the plan or pro-

gramme in the l ight of implementation

• Ensure that appropriate corrective action

will  be taken in the case of unexpected

impacts or aberrations;

• Allowing the 'strategic' decision-makers the

oppor tunity to ver i fy  whether lower-t ier

plans,  prepared and approved at  other

levels of administration, comply with the

environmental action and monitoring plan.

• Ensure that a description of the monitoring

measures is made publicly available in the

environmental report.
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Indicators used in the DPSIR scheme What the indicators describe

Indicators for driving forces Social, demographic and economic developments in societies and

the corresponding changes in life styles etc.

Pressure indicators Developments in release of substances, physical and biological

agents, the use of resources and the use of land.

State indicators The quantity and quality of physical, biological or chemical

phenomena in a certain area.

Impact indicators Which impact that results from the driving forces

Response indicators (mitigation measures) Responses and attempts by groups, individuals and authorities in

society to prevent, compensate, ameliorate or adapt changes in the

state of environment.

30  Driving Forces, resulting environmental Pressure, the State of the

environment, Impacts resulting from changes in environmental qua-

lity, the social Response to these changes in environment.
31  European Environmental Agency. Environmental indicators:

Typology and overview. Technical report Nr 25 (1999).



3.5.3 Further reading

• Impel project: Implementing Article 10 of

the SEA directive 2001/42/EC, (Experiences

from different monitor ing arrangements) .

Final report.  IMPEL NET WORK.

• SEA and Transport planning Newspaper, UK

• Strategic Environment Assessment in South

Africa, 2000, ISBN–0–621-29925-1

• Environmental  assessment of  plan and

Programmes, Nordic experiences in relation

to the implementation of the EU directive

2001/41/EC, NORDREGIO 2003

• www.unece.org/env/eia/eialinks.html

• Arts,  J.  and Nooteboom, S. G. ,  for thcoming.

Monitoring and auditing. In: Petts,  J.  (ed.)

Handbook of  Environmental  Impact

Assessment.  Blackwel l ,  Oxford.  (Gives an

overview of current methodology and legi-

slation concerning EIA and SEA monitoring

and follow-up. Highlights different types of

monitoring, the l inks between the environ-

mental assessment process before and after

formal  decis ion-mak ing,  and relates  the

instruments of EIA and SEA to other instru-

ments of environmental policy, such as ex

ante and ex post evaluation, environmental

permitting and environmental auditing.)

• European Conference of  Ministers  of

Transpor t ,  1997.  CO2 Emiss ions f rom

Transport.  ECMT, Organisation for Economic

Cooperat ion and Development ,  Par is .

(Presents the results of an in-depth survey

of CO2 emissions from transport in member

and associate member countries. I t includes

effects on CO2 emissions from the transport

sector, disaggregated to subsector level,  of

transport policy actions either in effect or

planned to l imit CO2 emissions. The study

examines the requirements of a monitoring

system and current data sources.)

• The European Environment Agenc y in

Copenhagen regularly publishes integrated

environmental assessments which include

chapters about the environmental pressures

caused by the transport sector.

• Council Directive 90/313/EEC of 7.June 1990

on the freedom of access to information on

the environment, OJ L 158 23.06.1990, p.56.

3.6. CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION

3.6.1 Why consultation and par ticipation?

W hy  co n s u l t a t i o n  o f  a f f e c t e d  g r o u p s  a n d

the public is  essential in SEA

Consultation is provided for in ar ticle 6 of the

SEA Direct ive,  which requires  consultat ion of

environmental authorities and the public on the

draft plan or programme and the environmental

repor t .  In  addit ion,  environmental  author i t ies

must  be consulted when Member States

determine the environmental  s igni f icance of

plans and programmes (whether through case by

case screening or by specifying types of plans or

programmes [see ar t icle 3(6)]  ) ,  and when they

carr y  out  scoping [ar t ic le  5(4) ] .  O ther  Member

States l ikely to be s ignif icantly affected by the

implementat ion of  a  plan or  programme must

also be given the opportunity of being consulted.

In ar ticle 6, the SEA Directive establishes the

difference between, on the one hand, the public

in general,  which has the r ight of access to the

draft plan or programme [Art.  6(1)] and, on the

other hand,  a subset of the public in general,  i .e.

the publ ic  which has the r ight  to express  i ts

opinion on the draft plan or programme and on

the accompanying environmental  repor t  [Ar t .

6(2)] .  I t  is up to the member states " to identify the

public for the purposes of paragraph 2, including

the public affected or l ikely to be affected by, or

having an interest in, the decision-making subject

to this  Direct ive,  including re levant  non

governmental  organisat ions"  [Ar t .  6(4) ] .  The

difference between "affected" and "not affected"

or even "having an interest in" and "not having an

interest  in",  may be di f f icult  to pinpoint

object ively,  and the German Federal  Bui lding

Code and the Federal  Spat ia l  Planning Act ,  for

instance,  do not  consider  i t  expl ic i t ly.  In  such

cases, it can be assumed that public participation

means "participation of everyone".

Bes ides that ,  the quest ion is  d iscussed,

whether it is necessary to enlist all  members of

the public in general or whether it is sufficient to

enl ist  representat ives,  such as  associat ions or

NGOs.  The suppor ters  of  " representat ive

participation" refer to the high costs of "general

par t ic ipat ion",  whereas the suppor ters  of  the

latter emphasize that representative participation

alone does not fulfi l  the requirements of the SEA

Direct ive.  Also the qual i ty  of  the required

information and the results  of  the SEA may be
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negatively affected if only a few selected actors

have the opportunity to participate. According to

Sheate et  a l .   " widespread involvement of

stakeholders, policy makers and the wider public

is crucial for successful SEA". 

The fol lowing l ist  shows which government

and publ ic  groups should be consulted and

invited to participate in an SEA

• governments:

° the competent authority ;

° national,  regional  and local  author it ies

and organisat ions responsible for

environmental  protect ion,  nature

conser vat ion,  her i tage,  landscape

protect ion,  land use (spat ia l )  p lanning

and pollution control;

° sectoral  governmental  organisat ions

which may be af fected,  such as

agriculture, energy, f isheries, forestry ;

° internat ional  agencies,  e .g.  those

responsible for the designation of areas

of international importance;

° governments and organisat ions in

adjoining countries.

• the public:

° local  community  representat ives,

landowners and residents' groups;

° groups represent ing users  of  the

environment (e.g. farmers) and research

institutes;

° employers' and

employees' organisations;

° NGOs;

° users of transport infrastructure;

How to under take consultat ion and

participation?

Methods of consultation of affec ted groups

and the public

The SEA Direct ive does not  include expl ic i t

statements concerning the concrete procedure to

be adopted for the consultations,  it  just names

requirements on the procedure as  mentioned

above.  Therefore MS have the oppor tunity  to

design the participation process in very different

ways. In any instance, the mere compliance with,

or a narrow interpretation of the SEA Directive

may not be suff ic ient  to reap al l  the potentia l

benef i ts  of  publ ic  par t ic ipat ion.  Moreover,

participation, understood as mere information of

the publ ic  and as  dut i ful  t ick ing of f  the

expressions of opinion does therefore not allow

to ful ly  achieve the requirements of  the SEA

Direct ive and,  on the other  hand,  i f  the

express ions of  opinions do not  af fect  the

strategic action at al l ,  the public wil l  be led to

bel ieve that  par t ic ipat ion is  only  an "a l ib i -

par t ic ipat ion"  ( l ip  ser v ice) ,  which is  neither

ef fect ive nor  wor thwhi le.  Successful  SEA is  an

active, participatory and educational process for

a l l  par t ies,  in  that  stakeholders  are able to

influence the decision-maker,  and the decision-

maker is able to raise awareness of the strategic

dimensions of the policy, plan or programme"32. 

The “strong” moments in which consultat ion

and public participation should take place are (i)

the production of the scoping report (see Section

2 paragraph 2.3.2) and (i i)  the production of the

draft version SEA report.  The consultation on the

scoping phase  may be restr ic ted to

environmental  author i t ies  and specia l ized

agencies or NGOs while the discussion of the SEA

draf t  repor t  must  be extended to the general

public. 

To concretely disseminate the information and

reach the target groups, specialised agencies may

be entrusted to facil itate the circulation of draft

documents and organise venues where debates

and verbal  communicat ion (e.g.  b i latera l

meet ings,  round-table meet ings and informal

discuss ions)  can be appropr iately  developed.

Despite the agencies’ technical  competence

within their own fields, to elicit meaningful and

usable responses i t  i s  mandator y that  the

documents c i rculated are as  user- f r iendly  as

possible,  entai l ing clar ity of language, pleasant

visual layouts,  etc.  A major case in point is the

non-technical  summar y of  the environmental

report (see annex 1 to the SEA Directive)

Requirements concerning publ icat ion and

dissemination of the plan or programme and the

environmental report are:

• Informing affected groups

° Printed material (brochures, displays and

32  Sheate et al.
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exhibits,  direct mailing)

° Uti l i sat ion of  a l l  helpful  means of

disseminat ion,  including publ ic  media

and internet

° Easy and cheap avai labi l i ty  of  the

documents,  for  example by internet-

download

° Publ ic  information sess ions (open

houses, site visits,  f ield offices)

• Listening to the opinions of the public:

° sur veys ( inter v iews with key people,

polls and questionnaires);

° large meetings (public meetings, public

hearings, conferences).

• Direct participation of the public (or agen-

cies):

° smal l  meetings (publ ic seminars,  focus

groups);

° advisory groups (e.g. task forces);

° problem solv ing techniques (e.g.

brainstorming, simulation games);

° consensus bui lding techniques (e.g.

Delphi process, arbitration).

Final ly,  i t  i s  recommended to prepare an

external communication plan at the outset of the

SEA process, as is commonly done, for example, in

The Netherlands. Such a plan should define the

stages,  object ives and methods of,  and

responsibi l i t ies  for,  communicat ion throughout

the SEA process. I t should include the preparation

of a record of decision including how public and

agenc y inputs  to the SEA were taken into

account .  I t  i s  of ten di f f icult  to involve large

groups that are affected by strategic decisions, in

par t icular when specif ic locations have not yet

been selected. In such cases, the contribution of

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) may be

particularly important and groups that operate at

the appropr iate geographical  level  should be

consulted. For example, in network plans at the

national level,  national NGOs should be involved.

However, if  plans that are relevant to identifiable

regional or local areas are made at national level,

groups in these areas should also be consulted.

Some suggest ions about methods of

communicating with the public are presented in

Table 3-5. There have been some notable public

participation exercises in SEA. That for the Milan-

Bologna High Speed Railway is described in Box

3-24 and the nat ionwide involvement of  the

public in the extension of the Port of Rotterdam is

presented in Box 3-25. I t is important that public

input should be ack nowledged.  Thus,  any

suggest ions made about the scope of  the SEA

should be responded to. Similarly,  comments on

the SEA repor t ,  and how they are taken into

account ,  should be set  down in a  record of

decision on the proposal.  

3.6.2 Fur ther reading

• Bina ,  O.  (2001)  Strategic  Environmental
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Environmental Resources Management  for

DG Environment, January 2001. European

Commiss ion,  Brussels  (a lso avai lable at

http://europa.eu. int/comm/environment/ei

a/sea-support.htm).

• Bina, O. (2002) Iniciativa SEMAT: Evaluación

Ambiental Estratégica - Componentes para

una simulación, Report commissioned by

the Ministry of Public Works, Unpublished,

Santiago de Chile.
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blished PhD Thesis,  Geography Department,
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Guidel ines,  European Commiss ion,

Commission of the European Communities,

Brussels,  11/12/02 COM(2002)713final,  avai-

lable at http://europa.eu.int/comm/gover-

n a n c e / d o c s / c o m m _ e x p e r t i s e _ e n . p d f

(15/11/04).
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Mak ing for  Integrated Transpor t  and
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• N i lsson,  M.  (2005)  Learning,  f rames and

environmental policy integration: the case

of Swedish energy policy, Environment and

Planning C: Government and policy.

The experience of the Italian Milan-Bologna High Speed Railway shows that public participation is useful at strategic level.

Public participation at corridor level, following careful preparation, created agreement on the project and speeded up the approval

process for the railway. Local authorities were aware of the great economic importance of the project at the national level, but were

worried that it would have little advantage for the region. They were also concerned about the loss of property values and possible

restrictions to land use. During the public meetings a Not In My Backyard (NIMBY) syndrome emerged, and local groups were

organised against the new line. Consultation had started with local authorities involved in the building permit procedure, as well

as with the public. The local authorities were under pressure from the population, but also from the agricultural organisations.

Several environmental studies were prepared with different purposes, such as studies for all the 50 or more rivers the line crosses to

find solutions satisfying nature preservation targets and guaranteeing safety requirements, detailed studies of the construction

phase and comparative studies of the alternative route studies. The study of the alternative routes for part of the line around the

town of Modena was undertaken in close cooperation with the municipalities. The municipalities involved set up a commission of

experts to analyse the routes by weighting and rating several criteria. Comparative studies were developed to discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of each alternative with administrators and local communities. In parallel to this work, an

extensive information campaign was conducted through discussion with people, presentation to associations and debate at the

municipal council. Each alternative was presented at public meetings, where special attention was paid to clear communication

and to restricting discussion to the important issues only. In the public meeting simplified thematic maps, visual simulation

drawings, diagrams, histograms and carefully selected environmental indicators were used. These helped to maintain public

concentration on the comparison exercise and to avoid NIMBY attitudes during the public meetings. The route selection for the

high speed railway involved the whole city and the local newspaper reported daily. Environmental studies proved to be very helpful

during the negotiations to obtain the building permits from municipalities. First, they helped to overcome initial opposition due to

their communicative approach. Local administrators preferred to discuss environmental studies rather than technical reports

using difficult terminology, complex maps and technical drawings. Technical solutions were also presented within a wider

framework, which included transportation, urban planning, land use development and environmental preservation issues. Some

of the environmental studies included accurate land use and site analysis, especially where the proposed railway was close to

urban area. Second, environmental studies were used to find solutions, when different requirements were in conflict, such as

between nature preservation and safety requirements. Conflict between the different authorities could have stopped the

permitting procedure.

Box 3 24 Public participation in the Italian Milan-Bologna HSR corridor study

DOs DONTs

indicate the boundaries of plan development create any unworkable expectations

only start the planning/assessment process if the

outcome is genuinely open

apply interactive planning to achieve a hidden

agenda

involve all relevant parties in the process allow interference in the agreed process

include explicit evaluation steps in the process allow governments to represent affected

groups

keep to the agreed time schedule start the process without careful preparation

keep all input to the process authentic mix different steps in the process

show involved parties their input on paper limit communication to a presentation of the

evaluation results

detach people from their fixed patterns of

thinking

always use well-known solutions

communicate in understandable terms in a way

that appeals to individuals

gather large anonymous groups

Table 3 5: Suggestions for public participation in corridor studies
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In 1996, a decision was made to construct a new freight rail line from the Port of Rotterdam to the German hinterland

(Betuweroute). The SEA for this line was heavily criticised because, whilst the environmental impacts were assessed in sufficient

detail for that level of decision-making, the economic necessity of the line was never properly demonstrated. At the same time, the

Rotterdam port authorities initiated decision-making about an extension of the reclaimed port area Maasvlakte. To prevent the

mistake that was made with respect to the Betuweroute, a national discussion was organised in The Netherlands to determine the

need for an extension of the Port of Rotterdam. Decision-making was initiated by a proposal developed by the port authorities.

During a time span of one year, public discussions were organised throughout the whole country about the desirability of an

increase of freight transport and the locations where this could take place. The result was the following decision by the Cabinet: o

that extension of port capacity, considering the benefits and the environmental impacts of such an extension, was necessary; o

that certain Dutch ports were excluded as potential locations. However, Rotterdam could not be designated as the only feasible

option. Antwerp was one of the alternatives to be studied; o that the possibility of making more efficient use of the existing port

area should be studied. The cabinet decision served as input for a new SEA, in which a number of strategic alternatives could now

be excluded from the analysis. The discussion' of need followed an approach that had been proposed by the Scientific Council on

Government Policy (1994) in advice to the government about the planning of large projects. These discussions were to lead to an

'inception decision' for a corridor SEA. The discussion of need followed a so-called open planning process, where the participants

(the general public and organised groups) generate planning proposals and evaluation criteria. The most important techniques

used for participation were large and small meetings, telephone and written questionnaires, provision of information brochures

and Internet discussions. This 'need and necessity' discussion was evaluated by a high-level committee, which concluded that the

open planning process had been only partly successful and could have been improved in many ways. It identified particular

weaknesses in the organisation of the process as a whole, in the development of the objectives and in the sequential rejection of

alternatives.

Box 3 25 Public participation in determining the need for an extension to the port of Rotterdam, The
Netherlands





accessibility time and cost needed for passengers and freight to move from origins to destinations, and general 

quality of the transport connection

agency a governmental  organisation

alternatives Feasible policy, plan or programme options that are assessed in terms of their ability to meet econo-

mic, social an environmental objectives 

biodiversity the variety of life on earth; biodiversity can be described in terms of genes, species and ecosystems: 

sustainable development depends on understanding, protecting and maintaining the world's many 

interactive ecosystems

corridor the area between two urban centres, airports, ports or other fixed poles of traffic attraction (e.g. bor-

der crossings), between which traffic flows occur

decision maker the body or persons responsible for deciding whether an infrastructure plan should proceed: nor

mally a function of government

environmental impact assessment

a procedure, in EU member states conducted according to the requirements laid 

out in Directive 85/337/EEC (and 97/11/EEC), assessing the environmental impacts of certain public 

and private projects which are likely to have significant effects on the environment

geographical information system

computerised database of geographical information which provides a platform for its management, 

analysis and illustration: by allowing information databases to be associated with real geographical 

information, GIS provide powerful analytical tools

guidance a formal or informal document, supporting the effective application of SEA

indicator forecastable quantitative or qualitative variable, normally including a target value representing an 

objective which is able to portray environmental or other impacts of transport infrastructure PPPs 

effectively

induced traffic traffic generated by the availability of new transport infrastructure

mitigation action taken to prevent or minimise the actual or potential adverse impacts of a policy, plan, pro-

gramme or project

mode a form of transport (such as road, rail, air, inland water shipping, marine shipping, pipeline, bicycle)

monitoring the process of following up SEA conformance and performance

multimodal considering more than one mode of transport

network a number of interconnected, normally multi-modal links within a defined area

node a location where different transport connections come together

objectives a more clearly defined aim

plan in transport SEA, a planning document of either network or corridor level

policy in transport SEA, a document that identifies a portfolio of tax, regulatory, organisational and other 

measures that may be taken in order to meet certain objectives

project construction, modification and/or operation of transport infrastructure 

scenario different possible ways of future development, normally connected to economic and population 

growth

scoping deciding which issues should be considered in an SEA
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screening deciding whether an SEA is required

strategic environmental assessment

Strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is a systematic, pro-active and participative process that 

aims at ensuring environmental aspects are given due consideration in decision making above the 

project level, frequently referred to as 'strategic action' or 'policies, plans and programmes (PPPs)'

target a quantified objective

tiering systematic tiering takes place between policies, plans and programmes, administrative tiering

takes place between national, regional and local levels, both not necessarily in a strict top-down 

manner

traffic flows passengers and freight moving from origins to destinations, and characteristics such as transport 

mode, speed, time of the day, number of vehicles
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